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COMES NOW Appellant HOlLi lUNDAHl TELFORD to file her REPLY 
Brief attacking the State of Idaho's Answer Brief, and to further support her 
assignment of errors raised in this appeal. 
INTRODUCTION 
Appellant HOlLi filed an authorized Supplemental Opening Brief 
pursuant to Idaho Supreme Court Order.1 On page 53 of HOlLl's Supple-
mental Opening Brief, HOlLi set forth her assignment of errors (issues) in 
this appeal, as the following: 
1. Whether ADJ NYE was required to recuse as a matter of law 
because he was disqualified without cause and the I.R.C.P. Rule 40 
provided no discretion to reject disqualification. 
2. Whether ADJ Nye was required to recuse as a matter of law for 
cause because he was constitutionally biased against HOllL 
3. Whether LC.A.R. 59 is ambiguous and vague in any respect thus 
impairing it's enforcement. 
4. Whether LC.A.R. 59 should require that: (a) administrative 
proceedings be posted on the istars docket for monitoring purposes, (b) a file 
be kept at the courthouse containing matters concerning administrative 
proceedings in like fashion as a regular civil proceeding, (c) any clerk at the 
courthouse be required to receive responsive pleadings applicable to this 
rule, (d) "other federal and state court judgments" supporting entry of an 
in personam pre-filing injunction be subject to registration and attack under 
Idaho's Foreign Judgment Act, and (e) where a dispute is raised that the 
predicated judgments were obtained by way of extrinsic fraud and criminal 
conspiracy by and between officers of the court, that proceedings involving 
these types of judgments be challenged before a jury. 
5. Whether the 7 year limitations rule under I.C.A.R. 59 prevents an 
administrative law judge from predicating a pre-filing injunction order on 
judgments older than 7 years. 
1. HOlL/'s Supplemental Opening Brief starts at page 21 and is a 
continuation of Appellant's Opening Brief filed On April 30, 2011. 
6. Whether the sister state injunction orders supporting ADJ NYE's 
Idaho injunction order were void as a matter of law. 
7. Whether ADJ Nye acquired personal jurisdiction over HOlLi by 
failing to properly serve HOlLi with the contempt process via procedures 
authorized under I.R.C.P. Rule 75(d) (2) and then threatening HOlLi with default 
if HOlLi did not appear and defend in spite of improper service, and whether 
ADJ NYE further violated HOlLl'S procedural due process rights by entering an 
order declaring HOlLi vexatious, one day before the period to respond had 
expired when counting from HOlLl's receipt of the OSC through improper 
mailed service on October 14, 2011. 2 
A reading of the State's Answer Brief shows that the state of Idaho not 
only completely disregarded and failed to defend against any of HOlLl"S 
assignment of errors, but the state of Idaho also: (1) expanded the scope of 
ADJ NYE"S OSC by referring to other void judgments which are not contained 
in the 4 corners of ADJ NYE's OSC ( and which judgments were entered 
against HOlLi ex parte while HOlLi was either in bankruptcy or falsely 
imprisoned in various jails by direct actions of defendant tortfeasors in her 
pending suits), and (2) purported to nullify constitutional and statutory 
provisions under which HOlLi domesticated the void sister state judgments 
subject of ADJ NYE's OSC - for purposes of attack under rule 60(b). 
1. The State Of Idaho Has Failed To Engage The Adversary 
Process And Challenge Any Of Holli's Assignment Of 
Errors. Therefore This Court Is Required To (1) Accept 
HOLLI' s Facts And Legal Presentation As Uncontroverted; 
(2) Decree The Lower Court's Ruling Declaring HOLLI A 
2. See Idaho Power Co. v. Cogeneration, Inc., 134 Idaho 738, 9 
P.3d 1204 (Idaho 2000) : the statement of issues presented on appeal will be 
deemed to include every subsidiary issue fairly comprised therein, our analysis 
will encompass all relevant arguments raised by Cogeneration. I.A.R. 35(a)(4). 
Vexatious Litigant VOID As a Matter Of Law Because HOLLI 
Was Constitutionally Deprived Of An Impartial Tribunal; (3) 
Decree The Injunction Judgments Supporting NYE's OSC 
Void As A Matter Of Law - As Facially Shown In These Appeal 
Proceedings; And (4) Order A Remand Of Any Further 
Proceedings To An Impartial Tribunal To Resolve The 
Competency Of Any Additional Judgment Raised By The 
State In It's Answer Brief And Which Were Not Subjected To 
The Adversarial Process Below 
In Greenlaw v. United States, 128 S. Ct. 2559, 2564 (2008), the 
Supreme Court affirmed that "In our adversary system, in both civil and criminal 
cases, in the first instance and on appeal, we follow the principle of party 
presentation. That is, we rely on the parties to frame the issues for decision 
and assign to courts the role of neutral arbiter of matters the parties present." 
When one of the parties fails to make an adversarial presentation, the Court still 
has the exclusive power and responsibility to "say what the law is" even if the 
presentation is one sided. Singleton v. Wulff, 428 U.S. 106, 121 (1976). See 
Jefferson Fourteenth Assocs. v. Wometco de Puerto Rico, Inc., 695 F.2d 524, 
527 (11 th Cir. 1983) ("a party who brings a claim in good faith has a due process 
right to litigate that claim and to seek a valid ruling on that claim. "). See also 
Miller, Sua Sponte Appellate Rulings: 39 San Diego L. Rev. 1253 (2002). 
An appellate court has a constitutional duty to resolve an issue, where 
the proper resolution is beyond any doubt or where injustice might otherwise 
result." Id, Singleton supra. The law of equities require disposition of issues to 
avoid substantial injustice. Curry v. Beatrice Pocahontas Coal Co., 67 F.3d 517, 
522 n. 8 (4th Cir. 1995). When the failure to reach the omitted argument 
threatens a miscarriage of justice, the courts must prevent against that injustice." 
See United States v. Krynicki, 689 F.2d 289,291-92 (1st Cir. 1982). In addition, 
courts will consider omitted issues of great public importance irrespective that 
the issues may not have been preserved below, or one of the parties on appeal 
failed to competently present the issue for consideration. Health Auth., 443 F.3d 
461, 474 (6th Cir. 2006) (raising sovereign immunity sua sponte); Jones v. 
Barnes, 463 U.S. 745, 77 L.Ed.2d 987, 103 S. Ct. 3308 (1983) (Counsel failed to 
argue an issue as effectively as he could have, not waived however because 
issue is of great public importance.); Accord Penson, 488 U.S.75, 109 S Ct 347. 
Based on the foregoing, the Supreme Court has concluded that when a 
party to an appeal fails to adequately present their case, this inadequacy does 
not prevent the appellate courts from considering the presented matter and 
issuing a rule of law in favor of the presenting party. The Idaho Supreme Court 
has similarly found in Idaho Power Co. v. Cogeneration, Inc., 134 Idaho 738, 9 
P.3d 1204 (Idaho 2000) Held: Cogeneration asserts that because Idaho Power did 
not address this issue in its brief as required by I.A.R. 35(b)(6), this Court must 
reverse the district court's decision because Cogeneration's assignment of error goes 
unrebutted. However, while the Idaho Appellate Rules require that a respondent's 
brief shall contain: [T]he contentions of the respondent with respect to the issues 
presented on appeal, the reason therefore, with citations to the authorities, statutes and 
parts of the transcript and record relied upon, and while this rule is identical to I.A.R. 
35(a)(4) relating to an appellant's brief for which it has been held that non-compliance 
with the rule constitutes a waiver of that assignment of error, See Estes v. Barry, 132 
Idaho 82, 87,967 P.2d 284,289 (1998); Weaver v. Searle Bros., 129 Idaho 497,503, 
927 P.2d 887, 893 (1996), Cogeneration misinterprets the application and effect each 
rule has on an appeal. Error is never presumed on appeal and the burden of showing 
it is on the party asserting it. See Woods v. Crouse, 101 Idaho 764, 765, 620 P.2d 798, 
799 (1980). In contrast, the respondent bears no such burden. The appellate rules are 
designed to facilitate thorough adjudication of relevant issues; and, although arguments 
made by the respondent would further those ends, this Court must make an 
independent determination as to the merits of the errors raised by the appellant. 
Here, the State has avoided many of Holli's assigned errors by either 
not addressing them at all, or by incorrectly asserting that this Appellate Court 
lacks jurisdiction to consider HOlLl's assigned errors on appeal. 
However, as this REPLY brief will show, the State's jurisdictional 
argument can only be sustained if the judgments attacked were not listed in the 
4 corners of the opening petition, here ADJ NYE's OSC, and if the judgments 
attacked had not been filed with the Idaho District Court under the Idaho Foreign 
Judgment Act and the Full Faith and Credit Clause, and thereby made 
judgments of the state of Idaho over which this Court does have jurisdiction. 
A reference to exhibit "5" attached to the Opening Brief shows that 
HOlLi properly filed and registered a series of foreign judgments with the Sixth 
Judicial District Court in Oneida County, Idaho. Attached hereto as exhibit "59" 
is a true and correct copy of Holli's initial affidavit filing some of the foreign 
sister state injunction judgments. Exhibit "5" also shows that HOlLi submitted a 
supplemental affidavit with more foreign judgments attached thereto, one day 
after she filed her initial affidavit. 
The argument below will show that Hollis filings of these sister state 
judgments with the clerk of the Idaho district court, domesticated these filed 
judgments and gave the state of Idaho jurisdiction to hear Hollis rule 60(b) 
motions attacking the validity of the foreign injunction judgments entered against 
HOlLi. Therefore, the State's jurisdictional argument is patently without merit. 
Given so, this court has the duty to make the following rulings in HOlLl's favor 
as conceded by the State: (1) the underlying proceedings were entirely void 
based on due process violations, (2) ADJ NYE was disqualified; (3) all orders 
by ADJ NYE were void; (4) all sister state judgments which were filed by 
HOlLi under the Idaho Foreign Judgment Act and subjected to rule 60(b) 
attacks in the lower court, are required to be affirmed as void in this appeal 
proceeding if they were in fact void, and; (5) the record keeping procedure 
under I.A.C.R. 59 must be clearly defined as it was highly abused as applied to 
HOlLi given the ambiguous nature of I.C.A.R 59. 
2. Reference To Other Judgments Outside The 4 Corners 
Of The OSC Must Be Stricken Because HOlLi Was Not 
Directed To Address Those Judgments In The lower 
Court Proceedings And Because These Judgments Were 
Never Domesticated Giving This Court Jurisdiction Over 
These Judgments 
The State of Idaho has introduced for the first time in their answer brief, 
new foreign judgments that the State contends will require this Court to declare 
HOlLi vexatious. However these judgments were not raised in the 4 corners 
of the OSC issued by the constitutionally biased administrative judge and 
therefore were not domesticated as Idaho Judgments. Based thereon, this 
Court lacks jurisdiction to reach these "additional" judgments in this appeal and 
hence must strike all references to these additional judgments. 
In Paul J. Montalbano, M.D v. Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical 
Center, 264 P.3d 944,151 Idaho 837 (Idaho 2011) this court reaffirmed that "It 
was well established that in order for an issue to be raised on appeal, the 
record must reveal an adverse ruling which forms the basis for an assignment of 
error." In re Licensed Water Right No. 03-7018 In Name Of Idaho Power Co., 
151 Idaho 266, _, 255 P.3d 1152, 1165 (2011) (quoting Krempasky v. Nez 
Perce Cnty. Planning and Zoning, 150 Idaho 231, 236, 245 P.3d 983, 988 (2010) 
citing I.A.R. 35(a)(6): the argument section of the brief must contain "citations 
to the authorities, statutes and parts of the record relied upon." 
Here, in spite of the fact that ADJ NYE was constitutionally biased 
against HOlLi and therefore prohibited from sitting on any case involving HOlLl, 
taking the October 11,2011 OSC issued by ADJ NYE at face value, the OSC 
did not cite to any of the additional judgments raised in the State's Answer Brief. 
Specifically, in footnote 1 of the State's answering brief, the State 
admittedly cites to 12 more cases wherein lundahl was a party and which were 
dismissed. The State admits in paragraph 2, page 2 of her Answer Brief, that 
these additional 12 cases were not cited in ADJ NYE's October 11, 2011 OSC 
to decree Holli vexatious, and then cites to these 12 unlisted cases on page 7 
of it's brief as the basis for decreeing HOlLi vexatious. The State also 
deceptively omits that these 12 cases were dismissed while HOlLi was falsely 
imprisoned in various jails from 2005 through 2009 by and through false 
charges advanced against HOlLi by the defendant tortfeasors in HOlLl's 
various cases. The State also omits that some of the dismissal and default 
judgments were void ab intio as in violation of the automatic stay of the 
bankruptcy code. 
In paragraph 2, page 2 of the STATE's Answering brief, the state 
cites to a decision by the 10th circuit court of appeals declaring HOlLi vexatious. 
First ADJ NYE's OSC makes no mention of the 10th circuit order. Second, this 
order was void as in violation of the automatic stay of the Bankruptcy code, was 
void because the sitting appellate tribunal owned more than $2.6 million dollars 
stock interests in the defendant / appellee parties appearing before that 10th 
circuit panel, was void because it was entered on removed matter, and was 
void because it was based on the void Utah Supreme Court contempt judgment 
shown as void ab initio in Holli's Opening Brief herein commencing @ page 15, 
paragraph 16 through page 20, paragraph 21, with referenced points and 
authorities set forth in footnotes 7 - 9 on these same pages of the Opening 
Brief. In conclusion, the State is prohibited from referencing the 10th circuit 
judgment in this appeal both because this judgment was not referred to in ADJ 
NYE's OSC and because neither HOlLi nor the court filed this judgment with the 
District Court Clerk under the Idaho Foreign Judgment Act to permit this 
judgment to become a judgment of the state of Idaho. 
On page 2 of the State's brief, the State cited to the Utah Supreme 
Court Judgment and the Idaho federal judgments as a basis for affirming ADJ 
NYE's vexatious litigant order. These judgments were referenced in ADJ NYE's 
OSC and HOlLi filed authenticated copies of these judgments with the District 
Court clerk under the Idaho Foregn Judgment Act thereby making these 
judgments - Idaho judgments. Thereafter, the record shows at exhibit "5" 
attached to Hollis Opening Brief, that HOlLi attacked the validity of all of these 
judgments under rule 60(b)(4). Furthermore, Holli preserved her errors as to 
these void judgments in this appeal and has argued in her opening brief that the 
domesticated injunction judgments were void. See Opening Brief commencing 
@ page 15, paragraph 16 through page 20, paragraph 21, with referenced 
points and authorities set forth in footnotes 7 - 9, and which shows how the 
Utah Supreme Court contempt judgment is void ab initio. See Supplemental 
Opening Brief commencing @ page 38 - 46 and footnotes 24 - 30 citing 
applicable points and authorities which show how the Idaho federal contempt 
injunction judgment is void ab initio. Attached hereto as exhibit "61" is the Idaho 
federal contempt injunction filed with the Idaho District Court Clerk under the 
Idaho Foreign Judgment Act and thereby domesticated as an Idaho state 
judgment. Attached to the Opening Brief as exhibit "22" is the authenticated 
Utah Supreme Court judgment filed in the Idaho District Court clerk and thereby 
domesticated as an Idaho state judgment. Accordinglly, this court has 
jurisdiction over these judgments to decree them void ab initio. 
On page 3 of the State's Brief, the state cites to the 9th circuit and 
US Supreme Court orders as another basis for declaring HOlLi vexatious. 
However, these orders were void not only for jurisdictional defects but also 
because they were the product of process forged in Holli's name by Eli LillY 
while HOlLi was admittedly in a coma after sufffering a heart attack (with 
respect to the 9th circuit order.). HOlLi did not and could not have filed any 
process in the 9th circuit court while she was in a coma. In addition, there was 
no pending appeal proceeding before the 9th circuit court which stated an 
independent federal claim and thereby permitted the entry of a related contempt 
injunction against HOlLl; so under Supreme Court rule Syngenta Crop 
Protection, Inc. v. Henson, 537 U.S. 28, 123 S.Ct. 366, 369-70 (2002), the 9th 
circuit lacked subject matter jurisdiction to enter any injunction judgment against 
HOlLi. Furthermore, a clerk of that court entered the injunction judgment 
against HOlLl, instead of a quorum of appellate judges. A clerk does not have 
article III powers to enter any judgment against a litigant. Holli filed a certified 
copy of the 9th circuit process with the Oneida County District court clerk 
thereby converting the 9th circuit order into an Idaho judgment. HOlLi then 
attacked the 9th circuit default injunction order under a rule 60(b)(4). Attached 
hereto as exhibit "60" is the caption page and argument portion of HOlLl's rule 
60(b)(4) motion asserting the 9th circuit order as void ab initio. This court has 
authority to determine whether the argument raised by HOlLi invalidates the 9th 
circuit Pre-filing order. Moreover, HOlLi raised as a separate aSSignment of 
error in this appeal, whether ADJ NYE was even permitted to consider the 9th 
circuit order given the order was 14 years old. I.C.A.R. 59 limits consideration of 
orders to a 7 year period. Accordingly, this order should have been stricken 
from NYE's OSC not only because it was void but also because it was time 
barred under the rule. 
As to the US Supreme Court order, this order too was the product of 
forgery. HOlLi did not file any certiorari petition before the Supreme Court. 
Also this summary order attached hereto as exhibit "62", on it's face suffers from 
the notice requirement mandated under FRAP rule 38, thereby also making this 
order void. In addition, the STATE cites to In re McDonald, 489 US 180,184, 
109 S Ct993, 103 L.Ed.2d 158 (1989) as the basis for the US Supreme Court 
restricting Holli's filings. In McDonald, McDonald had filed over 600 petitions 
with the US Supreme Court over 2,span of 8 years. HOlLi on the other hand 
has filed 3 petitions with the US Supreme Court over a period of 22 years. 
HOlLl contends that this could hardly be construed as abusive. This order was 
filed with the Idaho District clerk under the Idaho Foreign Judgment Act and 
therefore is a domesticated Idaho judgment within the jurisdiction of this court. 
In addition, on page 7 of the State's brief, the State of Idaho has 
recited orders that were dismissed in HOlLl's favor. For example the state has 
cited to the criminal case in Oneida county and identified as case no. 2011-CR-
990 [Idaho v. Telford, 2012 Wl 192819 (ID 2012)] - as a dismissal adverse to 
HOlLl. However exhibits "9","10" and"12" attached to Holli's opening brief 
show that this criminal case was in fact dismissed in favor of HOlLi and that 
ONEIDA COUNTY officials tampered with the docket record to fabricate a 
criminal conviction against HOlLl - which was ordered vacated by the sitting 
Magistrate Judge on April 28, 201,2 as shown in exhibit "12" attached to the 
Opening Brief. 
Also many of the 2005 cases cited by the state of Idaho were 
bankruptcy cases raising discrete issues of bankruptcy law; all of these cases 
were dismissed as moot based on either an action committed by the sitting court 
or the adverse party which negated the controversy. In Buckhannon Board and 
Care Home, Inc., v. West Virgina Dept of Health, 532 U.S. 598, 121 S.Ct. 
1835, 149 L.Ed.2d 855 (2001), the Supreme Court held that when an action is 
rendered moot by an intervening event, this does not make the action frivolous. 
Therefore these dismissals were not adverse to HO lLi because they were 
dismissals based on intervening mootness. 
The State of Idaho also cites to a Utah appellate judgment entered most 
recently against HOlLl in re los Angeles Homeowners Aid v. lundahl, 2010 UT 
App 4, to establish Holli's "recent" frivolous litigation activities. Attached hereto 
as exhibit "63" is a copy of that judgment obtained over the internet. In the 
bracketed portion of that judgment, the Utah Appellate court admits that the 
controversy centered around a scheduling conference notice allegedly sent to 
HOlLi in November of 2005. On page 24 of Hollis Supplemental Opening Brief, 
paragraph 23, HOlLi attested that commencing in February of 2005, HOlLi 
was in chapter 13 bankruptcy in two different states, California and Utah. 
HOlLi also attested that she was the owner of certain real property in Utah in 
2003 and that los Angeles Homeowners Aid invalidly claimed an interest in 
Holli's residence property. On page 26 of Holli's Supplemental Opening Brief 
as footnote 15, HOlLi sets forth the laws applicable to bankruptcy estates and 
the automatic stay. Essentially, a bankrupt's estate is protected by the 
automatic until the bankruptcy case is closed, the assets have been 
administered and the assets are thereafter returned to the chapter 13 debtor. 
Attached hereto was exhibit "64" is the final order entered in Hollis 2003 Utah 
bankruptcy case administering the estate assets and closing that case on 
January 4, 2006. HOlLi was a defendant in the Utah action brought by los 
Angeles Homeowners Aid in 2005; hence the automatic stay applied to the Utah 
trial action until at the very latest January 4, 2006. HOlLi raised this 
jurisdictional argument, among others, to the Utah court. The Utah court 
flagrantly violated the automatic stay and defaulted HOlLi for failure to appear at 
the November 17, 2005 status conference. los Angeles Homeowners Aid then 
conspired to falsely imprison HOlLi in jail for three years while los Angeles 
Homeowners Aid obtained a void title judgment in their favor and then sold the 
property to a third party. When the criminal charges were finally dismissed 
against HOlLi as lacking in merit, HOlLi filed a writ proceeding with the Utah 
appellate court. The appeals court converted Hollis writ action into a timely 
appeal under the extension clause of URAP and immediately issued an order 
for summary disposition given the Utah Supreme Court contempt judgment 
against HOlLi. As can be seen by the order in exhibit "63" attached, the Utah 
appellate court was tainted by Holli's running conflict with Utah Supreme Court 
justice Christine Durham, and not one of the appellate judges addressed the 
jurisdictional defect in the lower court decision - which rendered the entire 
proceedings null and void. Because the trial proceedings were void, the 
appellate court never acquired jurisdiction to enter a judgment against HOlLi on 
the merits. The only function the appellate court could perform was to declare 
the lower court judgments void ab intio as in violation of the automatic stay and 
to direct the trial judge to vacate all judgments. Accordingly, the recent 2010 
void Utah Appellate court judgmen! does not aid Idaho in entering a vexatious 
litigant order against HOlLi because it is void as in violation of the stay. 3 
Because the State cites to judgments that: (1) HOlLi has shown are 
void ab initio, (2) were time barred under the rule, (3) and lor were not set 
forth in the contempt citation below; this court must strike all references to 
these judgments on jurisdictional grounds and as applied to obtaining an Idaho 
vexatious litigant order against HOlLi. See Wright v. Atwood, 33 Idaho 455,195 
P. 625 (1921 )("because no authority derived from the law can transcend the 
source from whence it came, if the court lacks jurisdiction, it necessarily 
executes a void judgment. ") 33 Idaho at 462,195 P. at 627 (emphasis added), 
cited with approval in Spaulding v. Childrens' Home Finding and Aid Society of 
North Idaho, Inc., 89 Idaho 10, 25, 402 P.2d 52, 67 (1965). Prather v. loyd, 86 
Idaho 45,50,382 P.2d 910, 915 (1963) ("[a] void judgment is a nullity, and no 
rights can be based thereon. Accordingly, a void judgment can be set aside on 
motion or can be collaterally attacke.d at any time."). 
3. The State Of Idaho Avoids Holli's Assignment Of Errors 
By Inaccurately Asserting That This Court Lacks 
Jurisdiction To Rule That The Sister State Judgments 
Filed And Registered With The Oneida County Court 
3. The State of Idaho Admits that the Texas District Court order finding HOlLi 
vexatious was based solely on the Utah Supreme Court Order finding HOlLi vexatious 
and not based on any contempt act committed by HOlLi in the Texas action itself. 
Clerk Under The Idaho Foreign Judgment Act And The 
Full Faith And Credit Clause, Are Void Ab Initio 
On page 12 paragraph 3 of the state's brief, the State has asserted that 
this court lacks jurisdiction to rule that the other federal and state injunction 
judgments entered against HOlLi are void ab initio, and therefore this court 
must enforce these foreign judgments against HOlLi. 
-statement of the law. 
This is a gross mis 
A. Subject Matter Jurisdiction Over Foreign Judgments 
At Law Or Equity Are Obtain By Registration Of The 
Judgments In The Local Jurisdiction Under Idaho 
Foreign Judgment Act 
"The local law of the forum determines the methods by which a judgment 
of another state is recognized and enforced." Restatement (Second) of Conflict 
of laws § 99 (1971). To obtain jurisdiction over a foreign judgment, I.C. § 
10-1301 provides that the foreign judgment must be filed with the clerk of an 
Idaho district court. After the filing, the foreign judgment becomes 
domesticated and is treated in the same manner as a judgment of the district 
court of this state and is subject to the same procedures, defenses and 
proceedings for reopening, vacating or staying as a judgment of the district court 
of this state and may be enforced or satisfied in like manner. Westmark Federal 
Credit Union v. Williams, 776 P.2d 1193; 116 Idaho 474 (10 1989). See too P 
& R Enter., Inc. v. Guard, 102 Idaho 671, 637 P.2d 1167 (1981) (Alaskan 
Judgment filed in Idaho under the Uniform Act gave rise to an Idaho judgment 
subject to attack under I.R.C.P. 60(b)). "Foreign state" is defined as "any 
governmental unit or country other than the United States, or any state, district, 
commonwealth, territory, or insular possession thereof." I.C. § 10-1401(2) 
(emphasis added). A foreign judgment therefore is also construed as a sister 
state judgment. Section 10-1302 of the Idaho Code allows for the filing of a 
"foreign judgment" in the office of the clerk of any district court of any county of 
this state. See State of Idaho v. Jim Howard, Iii, No. 37627 (Idaho 2011) : 
The State of Idaho may set lesser requirements by which a judicial record can 
be filed in the state of Idaho and given full faith and credit. Idaho Code § 9-312 
is entitled "Authentication of judicial records" (emphasis added) and reads: A 
judicial record of this state, or of any sister state, or of the United States, may be 
proved by the filing of the original, or by a copy thereof, certified by the clerk or 
other person having the legal custody thereof. Once the certified judgment has 
been filed, it is subject to the same proceedings as a domestic judgment. 
B. Foreign Anti Suit Injunctions Are Subject To The 
Same Procedures As Money Judgments Under the 
Full Faith And Credit Clause 
In United States v. Davis, 767 F.2d 1025, 1038 (2d Cir. 1985), the 
federal circuit court held that "every sovereign nation has a substantial interest 
in regulating access to its own courts and an anti suit injunction is "facially 
obstructive" of that interest." 
The United States Supreme Court has clarified that the Full Faith and 
Credit Clause applies with the same force to equitable decrees as it does 
to judgments at law. In analyzing the enforcement of an anti- suit injunction 
judgment, the Supreme Court in Baker v. Gen Motors Corp, 522 U.S. 222, 
234-36, n 9; 118 S Ct 657; 139 L.Ed.2d 580 (1998) Held: 
1. An anti suit injunction can not be given credit under 
the full faith and credit clause because "anti suit injunctions" 
generally do not constitute final judgments on the merits. See 
Abney v. Abney, 176 Ind App 22, 26; 374 N.E.2d 264 (1978); see 
also Scoles & Hay, Conflict of Laws (2d ed), § 24.21, P 981. 
2. Secondly, anti suit injunctions cannot be given credit 
because these judgments act "upon the parties rather than [the] 
court; the forum has the power to proceed notwithstanding the 
sister-state injunction if the petitioning party concedes to 
jurisdiction. Abney, 176 Ind App at 26; see also Kleinschmidt v. 
Kleinschmidt, 343 III App 539,546; 99 N.E.2d 623 (1951). 
3. last but not least, if the sister state injunction was not 
constitutionally obtained, full faith and credit cannot be accorded. 
Accord in Chapman v. Krutonog, No. 8214451 (CaI.App. Oist.2 
2010); Advanced Bionics Corp. v. Medtronic, Inc. (2002) 29 Cal 4th 
697,708 ; 
Acting upon these principles it therefore follows that if the effective anti 
lawsuit injunctions entered against HOlLi were not constitutionally obtained, 
they cannot be given full faith and credit. 
C. Idaho Follows The Rule That Equity Decrees Are Subject 
To The Full Faith And Credit Clause - After Registration 
In Idaho, equity decrees are subject to same full faith and credit 
analysis as are judgments at law. The Idaho Supreme Court has thoroughly 
analyzed the scope of recognition under the Full Faith and Credit act as applies 
to equity I injunction decrees in Andre v. Morrow, 680 P.2d 1355; 106 Idaho 
455 (10, 1984). The Morrow Court has concluded the following laws: 
(i) A Registered Judgment Must Be Valid, Final And 
On The Merits To Be Enforced In The State Of Idaho 
In Wright v. Atwood, 33 Idaho 455,195 P. 625 (1921), wherein we held 
that: "[A] judgment by a tribunal without authority, or which exceeds or lies 
beyond its authority, is necessarily void, and may be shown to be so in collateral 
proceedings, even though it comes from a court of general jurisdiction, because 
no authority derived from the law can transcend the source from whence it 
came." 33 Idaho at 462, 195 P. at 627 (emphasis added), cited with approval in 
Spaulding v. Childrens' Home Finding and Aid Society of North Idaho, Inc., 89 
Idaho 10, 25, 402 P.2d 52, 67 (1965). We have also stated that "[a] void 
judgment is a nullity, and no rights can be based thereon; it can be set 
aside on motion or can be collaterally attacked at any time," Prather v. Loyd, 
86 Idaho 45, 50, 382 P.2d 910, 915 (1963) (citations omitted). Thus, the issue of 
whether a court has exceeded its jurisdiction is always open to collateral attack 
in Idaho. 
This Court has long supported the United States Supreme Court's 
holding that a judgment has no constitutional claim to a more conclusive or final 
effect in the forum state than it has in the rendering state. People ex reI. Halvey 
v. Halvey, 330 US 610, 67 S.Ct. 903, 91 L.Ed. 1133 (1947); Reynolds v. 
Stockton, 140 US 254, 11 S.Ct. 773, 35 L.Ed. 464 (1891). Because of this 
general principle, the recognition and enforcement of a sister state judgment 
under the full faith and credit clause rests upon the existence of several criteria: 
(A) a valid and (B) final judgment, which is (C) rendered on the merits of the 
case. Simonsen v. Simonsen, 414 S.W.2d 54 (Tex.Civ.App.1967); Roberts v. 
Hodges, 401 S.W.2d 332 (Tex.Civ.App.1966). 
(1) The judgment Must Be Valid 
For purposes of full faith and credit, a valid judgment itself consists 
of several factors. First, a valid judgment must have been rendered by a court 
of competent subject matter jurisdiction, and either jurisdiction over the person or 
persons whose rights are to be adjudicated, or over the res if the judgment 
purports to adjudicate interest in a tangible thing. People ex reI. Halvey v. 
Halvey, supra; Thorley v. Superior Court, 78 Cal.App.3d 900, 144 Cal. Rptr. 557 
(1978); Stevens v. Stevens, 44 Colo.App. 252, 611 P.2d 590 (1980); Sierra Life 
Insurance Co. v. Granata, 99 Idaho 624, 586 P.2d 1068 (1978); National 
Equipment Rental, Ltd. v. Taylor, 25 Kan. 58, 587 P.2d 870 (1978); Restatement 
(Second) of Conflict of Laws § 92 (1971); 50 C.J.S. Judgments § 889 c. (1947). 
Second, a valid judgment must be rendered in compliance with the 
constitutional requirements of due process. Griffin v. Griffin, 327 US 220, 66 
S.Ct. 556, 90 L.Ed. 635 (1946); Thorley v. Superior Court, supra; Barker v. 
Barker, 94 N.M. 162, 608 P.2d 138 (1980); Hines v. Clendenning, 465 P.2d 460 
(OkI.1970); Restatement (Second) of Conflict of Laws § 92 (1971). 
Third, a valid judgment is one that is in compliance with the 
rendering state's requirements for the valid exercise of its power. Comfort v. 
Comfort, 17 Cal.2d 736,112 P.2d 259 (1941); Epstein v. Chatham Park, Inc., 153 
A.2d 180 (DeI.Sup.Ct.1959); Hanshew v. Mullins, 385 S.W.2d 186 (Ky.1964); 
Murphy v. Murphy, 581 P.2d 489 (Okl. Ct.App.1978); In re Marriage of Quenzer & 
Quenzer, 42 Or.App. 3, 599 P.2d 1217 (1979); Restatement (Second) of Conflict 
of Laws § 92 comment j (1971); 50 C.J.S. Judgments § 889 c. (1947). 
(2) The Judgment Must Be Final 
Assuming a judgment meets the criteria for a valid judgment, the second 
requirement for recognition and enforcement of a foreign judgment, is that the 
judgment must be a final decision as determined by the law of the state of 
rendition. Jones v. Roach, 118 Ariz. 146, 575 P.2d 345 (Ct.App.1977); Thorley 
v. Superior Court, supra; Newell v. Newell, 77 Idaho 355, 293 P.2d 663 (1956); 
Restatement (Second) of Conflict of Laws § 107 (1971); 50 C.J.S. Judgments § 
889 c. (1947). As aforesaid, the Supreme has determined that Anti-suit 
injunctions never reach finality and therefore cannot be summarily enforced. 
(3) The Judgment Must Be Rendered On The Merits Of The Case 
The third element for recognition and enforcement under the full faith and 
credit clause is a judgment rendered on the merits of the case. Equity 
Corporation v. Groves, 30 Del.Ch. 08, 53 A.2d 505 (1947); Poindexter v. Willis, 
23 Ohio Misc. 199, 256 N.E.2d 254 (Ohio Ct. of Common Pleas 1970); Roberts 
v. Hodges, 401 S.W.2d 332 (Tex.Civ.App.1966); Restatement (Second) of 
Conflict of Laws § 110 (1971); 50 C.J.S. Judgments § 889 c. (1947). 
Analyzing these factors, the Morrows first contend that the California 
judgment is not entitled to full faith and credit because the California court 
lacked jurisdiction to directly affect title to property located in Idaho. The Morrows 
rely on I.C. § 5-401-1 and Banbury v. Brailsford, 66 Idaho 262, 158 P.2d 826 
(1945), as support for the proposition that actions relating to real property must 
be tried in the county where the real property is located. Appellants' reliance on 
Banbury is misplaced. The holding of Banbury was overruled by the subsequent 
case of Thompson v. Turner, 98 Idaho 110, 558 P.2d 1071 (1977). Moreover, in 
this case, unlike Banbury or Thompson, we are not concerned with proper venue 
but rather with proper subject matter and personal jurisdiction. The California 
judgment determined that appellants held the Idaho property in constructive trust 
for the benefit of respondent, and therefore, ordered the appellants to convey to 
respondent the property so held in trust. We previously stated in Rowe v. Burrup, 
95 Idaho 747, 518 P.2d 1386 (1974), that a constructive trust arises when one 
who holds title to property is subject to an equitable duty to convey the property 
to another in order to prevent unjust enrichment. "Under a constructive trust 
theory where the subject property is in possession of the person upon whom the 
constructive trust is imposed, the traditionally appropriate remedy is to compel 
the constructive trustee to convey the property to the constructive beneficiary. 
Scott, The Law of Trusts, § 462, 462.1, 462.3. Bogert & Bogert, Trusts & 
Trustees, § 472 (2d ed. 1960)." 95 Idaho at 750, 518 P.2d at 1389. "A 
constructive trust takes effect at the time of the wrongful act, and traces funds 
gained by the act until the rightful recovery is made." Packer v. Donaldson, 16 
Ariz.App. 294, 492 P.2d 1232 (1972); Markel v. Transamerica Title Insurance 
Co., 103 Ariz. 353, 442 P.2d 97 (1968); 89 C.J.S. Trusts § 146 (1955); 76 
Am.Jur.2d Trusts § 251 (1975). A personal judgment ordering a conveyance of 
the property by a party based on a constructive trust or other equitable theory is 
a valid exercise of a court's power. [Footnote 2] Rozan v. Rozan, 49 Cal.2d 322, 
317 P.2d 11 (1957); Idaho Gold Mining Co. v. Winchell, 6 Idaho 729, 59 P. 533 
(1899); Miller v. Miller, 109 Misc.2d 982, 441 N.Y.S.2d 339 (1981); Blue River 
Sawmills, Ltd. v. Gates, 225 Or. 439, 358 P.2d 239 (1960); Silver Surprize, Inc. v. 
Sunshine Mining Co., 74 Wash.2d 519, 445 P.2d 334 (1968); 50 C.J.S. 
Judgments § 889 h. (1947), Lorenzen, Application of Full Faith and Credit 
Clause to Equitable Decrees for the Conveyance of Foreign Land, 34 Yale L.J. 
591 (1925). 
The record discloses that the California court had subject matter 
jurisdiction over the original fraud action commenced in California by 
respondent. The California court also had in personam jurisdiction over the 
litigants to the fraud action. We therefore hold that the California court did not 
exceed its jurisdiction nor violate any jurisdictional principles in directing 
appellants to convey the Idaho property to respondent by the force of an in 
personam order. 
Secondly, the California judgment was not awarded in violation of either 
litigant's constitutional due process rights because all parties had notice of the 
proceedings through proper service of process. 
Thirdly, the judgment must also have been rendered on the merits, and 
we hold the California judgment was indeed based on the merits of respondent's 
fraud action against appellants. ... No irregularity in the proceedings prevented 
the court from reaching the merits. 
(ii) Equity Decrees Are Subject To The Full Faith And 
Credit Clause 
Other courts have also held that full faith and credit applies to equity 
decrees. McElroy v. McElroy, 256 A.2d 763 (DeI.Ch.1969); Higginbotham v. 
Higginbotham, 92 N.J. Super. 18, 222A.2d 120 (App.Div.1966); Millerv. Miller, 
Supra ; Restatement (Second) of Conflict of laws § 102 (1971); 50 C.J.S. 
Judgments § 889 h. (1947). Specifically, full faith and credit has been 
extended to foreign equity decrees which order an in personam conveyance of 
land located in another state. Varone v. Varone, 359 F.2d 769 (7th Cir.1966); 
Rozan v. Rozan, 49 Cal.2d 322,317 P.2d 11 (1957); Ivey v. Ivey, 183 Conn. 490, 
439 A.2d 425 (1981); Weesner v. Weesner, 168 Neb. 346, 95 N.W.2d 682 
(1959); Higginbotham v. Higginbotham, supra ; Restatement (Second) of 
Conflicts of laws § 102 comment d (1971). See also Comfort v. Comfort, 17 
Cal.2d 736, 741 [112 P.2d 259], the California Supreme Court opined that a 
sister state injunction which purported to restrain the prosecution of a California 
in personam action, where not predicated upon proper service or appearance 
in the foreign court, the order was invalid. 
Based on the foregoing, it is clear that HOlL! was authorized to file 
and registered the in personam equity contempt injunctions invalidly entered 
against her in various foreign courts with the Oneida County District Court Clerk 
for purposes of domesticating those judgments as Idaho judgments and 
subjecting them to attack. This Court therefore has jurisdiction to declare those 
judgments raised in ADJ NYE"S OSC void ab initio as a matter of law. 
4. The Decree Declaring Lundahl Vexatious Must 
Must Be Vacated Because It Was Rendered Void 
Upon ADJ NYE's Refusal To Disqualify 
In Lewiston Time Company v. Barney, 394 P.2d 323; 87 Idaho 462 
(10 1964), Respondent, an Idaho corporation, instituted this suit to quiet title to 
six unpatented lode mining claims. One of the defendants claiming an interest 
in the mining claim filed a motion seeking disqualification of the sitting judge. 
The judge struck the affidavit as untimely. On appeal, the Supreme Court 
found that the affidavit of disqualification was filed in time and consequently 
deprived Judge Cramer of jurisdiction in the case. The Court held that the 
injunction judgment, all of the proceedings, findings, Conclusions and orders in 
the action, after the motion to disqualify was filed, were improper, void and of 
no effect. Price v. Featherstone, 64 Idaho 312, 130 P.2d 853, 143 A.L.R. 407; 
Esterby v. Justice Court of Hellgate Township. 
Here, HOlLi moved to disqualify ADJ NYE with and without cause. 
See exhibit "14" attached to Opening Brief and exhibit "56" reattached hereto. 
The State has not challenged that ADJ NYE was a constitutionally biased 
tribunal and therefore has ceded this issue to HOlLi. Accordingly all orders 
entered by ADJ Nye must be declared void and vacated. 
5. This Court Must Direct That Idaho Court Administrative 
Proceedings Require The Same Record Keeping 
Functions And Duties As Attends Civil Proceedings 
Idaho Court Administrative Rules: Rule 31. Records kept by the clerk of 
the district court provides in part: The clerk of the district court shall keep 
records of civil and criminal actions, each to be known as a "Register of 
Actions," of a suitable form and style, with indexes, and such other records and 
systems as prescribed by the administrative director of the courts pursuant to 
section 1-614, Idaho Code. In the case at bar there was a complete absence 
of any record keeping, docketing, or fair access to a clerk of the court. HOlLi 
asserts that this court must invoke the above stated rule into the administrative 
process re vexatious litigant proceedings. 
The assignment of errors raised by HOlLi and the briefing records 
provided herein show HOlLl's contentions of failed record keeping have merit. 
For example Holli showed in her briefing that there was a wholesale spoliation 
of court records in the lower court as applied to HOlLl and which resulted in 
the submission of an empty record to this court on appeal by the same state 
clerk who spoiled and concealed the underlying records not only for this case but 
all cases involving HOlLl in the Oneida County district court (See all exhibits 
presented by HOlLl in this appegl). It is Hollis further contention that the 
ambivalent record keeping in Hollis case was made possible by the ambiguity of 
I.C.A.R. 59 which lacks procedural specificity. This Court has the opportunity to 
correct that ambiguity and should do so now. 
6. ADJ NYE Never Acquired Personal Jurisdiction 
Over HOLLI Because He Failed To Personally 
Serve Holli With The OSC AS Required Under 
LR.C.P. 75(d)(2) Re proceedings Involving Contempt 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure Rule 75(d)(2) provides: Service - Time 
Limits. Contempt proceedings. (2) If the respondent is not a party to the 
pending action in which the contempt proceedings are brought, service shall be 
as provided in Rule 4. 
The State of Idaho has admitted that HOlLl did not have any 
proceedings pending before Jur!ge NYE and that judge NYE acquired 
jurisdiction over HOlLl through referral by other judges. Judge NYE's 
proceedings were contempt proceedings in nature. Because Holli was not a 
party to a pending action before judge NYE's court, judge NYE was required to 
serve HOlLl personally with the OSC he authored on October 11, 2011. 
Because ADJ NYE failed to properly personally serve HOlLl, he failed to 
acquire personal jurisdiction over Holli's person. 
In addition, forcing HOlLl to appear before ADJ NYE at the threat of ... 
default and criminal contempt, does not resolve failure to properly acquire 
personal jurisdiction over HOlL!. Serving HOlL! by mail has led to a 
discrepency of what day the 14 day period to respond began. The State claims 
it began when ADJ NYE authored his OSC. HOlL! claims that if mailed service 
was proper, the 14 day period should have started on the day HOlL! received 
the process. 
This assignment of error is more favored toward HOlL! then it is toward 
ADJ NYE. 
CONCLUSION 
For all of the foregoing reasons, HOlL! moves this court to declare ADJ 
NYE a disqualified judge, vacate ADJ NYE's orders, vacate the injunction 
orders which HOlL! registered and domesticated in the state of Idaho - as void 
ab initio, remand this matter to an impartial tribunal, and provide HOlL! with the 
fair and full opportunity to attack any other void judgments improperly raised by 
the state in its Answer brief. 
Dated: August 27,2012 
Holli Lundahl Telford 
Certificate of Service 
The undersigned certifies that she served her foregoing REPLY Brief 
on the following parties: 
Shasta Kilminster-Hadley 
Assistant Attorney General for the 
State of Idaho 
PO Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 
reta.massano@ag.idaho.gov 
Dated: August 27,2012 
Holli Lundahl Telford 
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Verification Affidavit Of Holli Telford Lundahl 
In Support Of Actual Bias Against Administrative Law Judge David Nye 
I, Holli Telford Lundahl, under oath desposes and says the following: 
1. I have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein and do 
competently attest thereto. 
2. On October 11,2011, ADJ David Nye entered an Order To Show Cause 
to declare me a vexatious litigant in the state of Idaho based on the alleged entry of 
several prior void foreign contempt injunctions entered against me and decreeing 
me a vexatious litigant. 
3. I received service of ADJ Nye's OSC by certified mail on October 
14,2011. Under IAR 59, I had 14 days to respond to the OSC. The last day 
I could have responded was by the end of the business day on October 28, 2011. 
4. I was immediately informed by District Court clerk Diane Skidmore that no 
docket record would be kept for these proceedings nor would any file be maintained in the 
Oneida County court house for copying or verification of filed submissions. 
5. On this 15th day of October, 2011, I prepared a motion to disqualify Judge 
Nye without cause and for cause. I faxed that motion to the court earlier today. I also 
submit this Verification! Affidavit to the court before the close of the day, in support of my 
motion for cause and actual bias against Judge Nye. 
6. ADJ Nye before he was appointed to the bench, was a partner in the 
poctaello lawfirm of Merrill and Merrill. It is asserted that this lawfirm, like others, pools 
total income and the partners of the firm split the net profit of that income at the end of the 
year. ADJ Nye became a member of the 6th judicial district bench in the latter part of 
2008. In fact, a large number of judicial appointments in the sm judicial district are from 
this lawfirm. 
7. In late November of 2005, I brought a federal RICO and interstate land 
sales practices act claim in the federal courts in Idaho as USDC - Idaho case no 2oo5-CV-
460. I sued private parties and First American Title Insurance Company. The private 
parties Barry and Ladd Brown retained the lawfirm of Merrill and Merrill to represent them 
- largely because of the underlying and "back-door" influence this firm had upon the 
judges in the sixth judicial distri~. 
I. 
8. Shortly after this firm was retained by the Browns, an attomey from this 
law firm, Merrill and Merrill, filed a perjured affidavit against me claiming that I had 
forged the signature of Barry Brown on an Assignment of Trust Deed and Note contract -
which modified in written form, the original real estate purchase contract I had entered 
into with the Browns. All this in spite of an affidavit earlier filed by the escrow agent 
which attested that Barry Brown tendered the AsSignment document to the escrow agent 
and that Barry Brown acted with me to enforce that Assignment document -- prior to the 
filing of the federal lawsuit. See this affidavit as exhibit "1" attached hereto for escrow 
agent's affidavit which includes the challenged AsSignment as an exhibit thereto. In 
addition, the escrow entity, First American Title Insurance company, had earlier filed a 
general appearance in the Idaho federal action based on Hollis claim for constructive 
trust. See exhibit "3" attached. 
9. After Merrill and Merrill filed the affidavit of forgery against me, this law 
firm colluded with the law offices of Craig Christensen to deny that First American Title 
Insurance Company was a legal entity in the state of Idaho. In violation of procedural due 
process, First American Title Insurance Company subsequently filed a motion to dismiss 
supported by the pe~ured affidavit of Monine Cole which denied that First American Title 
Insurance Company existed in Idaho and also denied that First American Title Compnay 
of Idaho was in any way affilated with First American Title Insurance Company. Attached 
hereto as exhibit "4" are relevant parts of the Cole affidavit. Attached hereto as exhibit "5" 
is the pre-title commitment given to me by First American Title Insurance Company and 
disclaiming any and all unreported property taxes. 
10. Subsequent to these corrupt filings, the law offices of Merrill and Merril 
also colluded with executive officials in the location of my Malad Idaho residence, to 
falsely assert that I did not have a house on my Malad Idaho real property and therefore 
I could not have a residence in, or be residing at Malad Idaho, as falsely asserted by me 
in my filings made in the Idaho federal court case no. 05-CV-460. 
11. The foregoing perjured statements made by Merrill and Merrill attorneys 
and Craig Christensen law offices caused the criminal obstruction of my Idaho federal 
case and also caused me to be maliciously prosecuted for perjury in the federal criminal 
system for a period of 3 years in re USDC-Utah 06-CR-693. Attached hereto as exhibit 
"2" is the 302 FBI report regar~ing my alleged residence perjury. Oneida County 
executive officials enhanced their pe~ury statements after FBI officials confirmed there 
was a house on my Malad Idaho property upon my seizure of the forgery charge on 
October 16, 2006 at my Malad Idaho home. The "enhanced claim" made in December of 
2006 perjuriously asserted that there was no power running to my residence property. 
This charge would also later be prove as false. 
12. The false FBI report in exhibit "2" attached caused me to be denied bail as 
an alleged flight risk irrespective that I had no criminal record at the age of 50 yrs. 
13. After my unlawful detention, I made arrangements to have all of my mail 
from my Malad Idaho home forwarded to Elham. 
14. First American Title Insurance Company sued me in the state of Utah 
under a sham name - First American Title Insurance Agency llC, a delaware corporation 
licensed to do business in Utah on August 2,2006. Attached hereto as exhibit "6" is this 
lawsuit. Amongst other defects, this Agency was not licensed to do business in Utah until 
4 months after this Agency filed the Utah action. See exhibit "7" attached for merger 
documents permitting the Delaware llC to do business in Utah commencing December 
30,2006. 
15. First American served me with the Utah complaint at my Idaho residence 
address - by first class mail in December of 2006. This was improper service under Utah 
law. The complaint was forwarded to Ms. Neilson, who then tendered the complaint to 
my public defender and he forwarded the complaint to me in jail. 
16. Attached hereto as exhibit "8" is the affidavit of Elham Neilson with 
attached documents which Ms. Neilson submitted to the Utah judicial commission in 
support of sanctions against the sitting judge in the Utah First American Title Agency 
case. (Ms. Nelson's petition was mooted when the judge retired from office.). Ms. 
Neilson filed this affidavit upon learning of: (1) file tampering in the Utah state case, (2) 
collusion between the attorneys and the court, (3) a wholesale failure to read, much 
less consider my special appearance and stay motions filed in that case by Ms. Neilson 
and which stripped the court of jurisdiction, and (4) purloining of a court record to bate 
switch that record with forged process purported to be by me when the process could not 
have been executed by me. I adopt in whole every statement made in Ms. Nielson's 
affidavit as if my own and every exhibit attached thereto. 
17. As First American. Title Insurance company did in the Idaho federal case, 
J. 
this plaintiff made false and self serving statements that I did business with an entity by 
the name of First Amencan Title Agency of Utah, a delaware LLC; not First American Title 
Insurance company incorporated out of Anahiem California. The complaint also referred 
to the $15,000 purchase fee I place into escrow - corruptly claiming that the Salt Lake 
entity presenting itself as the plaintiff, negotiated that check. The sham plaintiff 
corruptly failed to produce that check or the chain of negotiation on that check. like I had 
requested in the Idaho federal litigation, because this evidence would have shown that I 
did business with First American Title Insurance company in Orem, Utah. 
18. In addition, in the Barnes affidavit filed in the Idaho federal court and 
attached hereto as exhibit "1", Barnes attested on page 2, paragraph three, that myself 
and the Browns came into the Orem office of FIRST AMERICAN nnE INSURANCE, 
not the Salt Lake office described in the complaint attached hereto as "6", to expedite the 
escrow. This fact is further supported by the notaries affixed to each page of Barnes 
affidavit, one being by: Virginia Gregory and bearing First American Title Insurance 
Company's Orem, Utah address of: 578 S. State Street, Orem Utah 84058, and the 
other notary being by: Jason Kentmeister bearing the same Orem, Utah address for 
First American Title Insurance Company. 
19. I have checked the Utah County Recorder'srecords for any recorded 
documents bearing the true name under which First American engaged in business before 
they schemed to change their business name shortly before August of 2006 in 
contemplation of filing the sham Utah state action. The following are my results: 
a) On August 9, 2005 as instrument number 87269:2005 attached hereto 
as exhibit "9", First American Title Insurance Company's notary Jason Kentmeister 
(who executed his notary to Bames affidavit filed in the Idaho federal case as shown in 
exhibit "1" attached). executed an Affidavit of Identity for the then manager of the Orem 
office for First American Title Insurance Company, David Acor. This document was 
recorded on behalf of, and returned to: 
First American Title Insurance Company 
578 South State Street 
Orem, Utah 84058 
. .. and bore the same address in the notary's seal executing same. 
b) On November 25,2005 as instrument no. 135426:2005 attached hereto 
as exhibit "10", First American Title Insurance Company's notary Terri O' Murphy 
notarized a Deed of Trust in whtch First American Title Insurance Company was listed as 
tf, 
the trustor. This document was recorded on behalf of, and returned to: 
First American Title Insurance Company 
578 South State Street 
Orem, Utah 84058 
and bore the same address in the notary's seal executing same. 
c) On June 24, 2003 as instrument no. 94739:2003 attached hereto as 
exhibit "11", First American Title Insurance Company's notary Terri 0' Murphy notarized 
a Deed of Trust in which First American Title Insurance Company was listed as the 
trustor. This document was recorded on behalf of, and returned to: 
First American Title Insurance Company 
578 South State Street 
Orem, Utah 84058 
d) On March 21, 2006 as instrument no. 33354:2006 attached hereto as 
exhibit "12", First American Title Insurance Company's notary Terri 0' Murphy notarized 
an Affidavit and Notice on behalf of First American Tide Insurance Company. This 
document was recorded on behalf of, and returned to: 
First American Title Insurance Company 
578 South State Street 
Orem, Utah 84058 
· .. and bore the same address in the notary's seal executing same. 
e) On April 6, 2005 as instrument no. 36431:2005 attached hereto as 
exhibit "13", the manager of First American Title Insurance Company's Orem, Utah 
office executed an Affidavit and Notice on behalf of First American Title Insurance 
Company. The document was notarized by Terri 0' Murphy. This document was 
recorded on behalf of, and returned to: 
First American Title Insurance Company 
578 South State Street 
Orem, Utah 84058 
· .. and bore the same address in the notary's seal executing same. 
f) On April 29, 2004 as instrument no. 49611:2004 attached hereto as 
exhibit "14", First American Title Insurance Company's notary Tanya Shurtliff notarized 
an Affidavit and Notice on behalf of First American Title Insurance Company. This 
document was recorded on behalf of, and returned to: 
First American Title Insurance Company 
578 South State Street 
Orem, Utah 84058 
· .. and bore the same address in the notary's seal executing same. 
g) On September 28,2010 as instrument no. 82081:2010 attached 
hereto as exhibit "15", First American Title Insurance Company's notary Cheri Richey 
notarized a Limited Power of Attorney on behalf of First American Title Insurance 
Company at it's corporate address: 
First American Title Insurance Company 
3 First American Way 
Santa Ana, CA 92707 
. .. The notary's address was the Orem office address. 
AND THERE ARE MANY MORE. .. 
20) First American in collusion with their Idaho attorneys corruptly obtained 
an ex parte summary judgment order against me in the sham Utah action in July of 2008 
- while I was at the Federal Medical Center in Fort Wort Texas recuperating from a stroke. 
No procedural or substantive rules were complied with to obtain that summary judgment 
thereby making it void ab initio. 
21) On April 9, 2009, I was released from the federal prison system after 
the charges were dismissed for failure to establish probable cause and merit on any crime 
alleged against me. This dismissal resolved the forgery charge and jurisdictional perjury 
charge in my favor - at the lower probable cause standard of proof. 
22) ADJ Nye's lawfirm caused me to be maliciously prosecuted. ADJ Nye 
was an attorney earning a partnership interest in the successful criminal obstruction of the 
Idaho federal cases and the Utah state action prosecuted by his lawfirm. 
23) ADJ Nye knows that I intend on suing his lawfirm and their acting 
attorneys including ADJ Nye; all of whom knew about some part of the conspiracy to 
have me maliciously prosecuted - and all of whom financially gained by their criminal 
acts. 
THIS PART WAS LEFT BLANK 
For all of the aforesaid reasons, ADJ Nye is constitutionally biased against me 
and should not be allowed to sit on, counsel, administrative or act in any capacity 
regarding any suit I file. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO BEFORE ME THIS 1 sm day of October, 2011 .. 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
<I 
STEVEN O. BENCH 
~ IfOTARYPllBUCtSTATfalUfMf 
~_. C()MMISSIOH NO ..... 
.• . cOMM. EXP. 01-17·2011 
Certificate of Service 
The undersigned certifies that she personally delivered the foregoing affidavit of 
bias: 
upon AD.J David Nye 
by personal service 
upon the clerk at 
10 Court Street 
Malad City, Idaho 83252 
'7. 
1 
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CML NO. 1;05 CV tWa 
DECLARATION OF JEff 
BARNES. ESCROW AGENT 
FOR FIRST AMERICAN TITLE 
INSURANCE COMPANY 
IN SUPPORT OF: 
PLAINTIFF'S OPPOSITION TO 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO DISMISS 
PURSUANT TO FRep RULE 12(B)(1) 
(2), (5) AND (8) 
NOTICE OF RULE 11 SAFE HARBOR 
WARNING AND INTENT TO FlU! 
A MOTION FOR DEFAULT SANCTIONS 
AGAINST THE DEFENDANT PARTIES 
FOR FRAUD COMMITTED UPON THE 
COURT 
DECLARATION OF JEFF BARNES 
I, JEFF BARNES. declare as followe: 
1. I hava pet'8OMl knowledge of the facta set forth herein and do 
competently· ... tify thereto. 
2. I adopt of the whole of every declaration I made in exhibit "1" 
attached hereto and re-au.t to the folloWing as it pertains to Ladd Brown and 
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3. Bany Brown and Ladd Brown orally ... p .... nt.d tea m. and other. 
preeent In the reception ..... of Fnt Am.rtcan Title lMurance'• Offtce In Orem. 
, Utah, to include HoIIi TIIIford .ka H.M. Tetford, that Barry Brown fwd Ladd 
Brown's full power of .ttorney to expedtt8 aM pape" coneeming the ..... of the 
.ubJ~t .... 1 property to H.M. Telford. 
4. It ................... t that the origlna. Rul ea ... Purcha .. 
Contract and Addendum purportldty executed on July 12, 2005 were signed in Firat 
American Title lMunnce'• 0tIIce in 0Nm. Utah. 
S. On tM contrary, I ....... t cont.dId by H.M. Telford by phone 
from the eta. of Idaho and .... Telford apeciftcally .. ked me if R .. I es ... 
Connett that were .' .... dy executed and Initiat.d out of .... , could be brought 
Into our oftic. given our office'. cloeMt proximity to the .u~ property, and an 
.. crow .ccount opened to admlniatnlte truat malta,. until title in the ~rty was 
transle ....... to the buyer H.M. Telford. I agreed that we could open such an eacrow 
account. 
8. When I "rat met HoM. Telford, Bany Brown and Ladd Brown In the 
reception ·offtce of Firat American TItle Insurance 1ocat8d In 0""", ..... h, th ... 
persons handed me .'ready executed Pure ..... nd Addendum contracts. 
Purauant to .11 ,. .... ' req ..... t, I photocopied th ......... eIy .xecutH contrac •• I 
recafvacla wtntd ca.hi .... cMck for $15,000 from Hoill Telford. and I accepted the 
Brown. oral representations that Barry Brown would be acting .. Ladd Brown'. 
power of attorney and handing .11 matters concerning the ..... property. 
I dec ..... that the foNgolng .. true and comKt under penalty of 
perjury under .... laws of ..... Un .... S ..... pu ....... nt to 28 USC HCtion 1748(2). 
Exec&Md this 12'" day of December, 2005. 
~'M. Notary bile 


















68 West 100 North 
Malad City, Idaho 83252 
IN THE 6TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF IDAHO 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ONEIDA 
H. M. TELFORD 
MARTI TELFORD 
Plaintiffs 
LADD BROWN, BARRY BROWN 
AS AGENT FOR lADD BROWN, 
PAUL C. HESS. PERSONALLY AND 
AS VICE PRESIDENT OF BEEHIVE 
CREDIT UNION, BEEHIVE 
CREDIT UNION, AMBER AlLEN 
DOES 1 THROUGH 10, INCLUSIVE 
Defendants. 
State of Utah) 
ss: 
County of Utah) 
CASE NO. CV 2005-139 
DEClARAnON OF JEFF BARNES 
In SUpport of: 
THE VERIFIED 
FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT 
OF PLAINnFFS AND ANY MOVING 
PAPERS RE FIRST AMERICAN 
TITLE COMPANY'S KNOWlEGE 
OF THE TRANSACTION 
I, Jeff Barnes, sworn and under oath declare as follows: 
1. I have personal knowfedge of the facts set forth herein. I competently 
testify to the following facts and if called as 8 witness would so testify: 
2. I am an escrow officer for First American Title Insurance Company, the 
Company contracted to issue the title policy with respect to the sale of the real property 
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3. Prior to the date of July 12, 2005, the date the escrow regarding the 
subject reef property was opened, I had never met, spoken to or communicated with 
any of the parties to the escrow to include: Holli Telford, Ladd Brown or Barry Brown. 
4. On July 12, 2005, Ladd Brown, Barry Brown and Holli Telford appeared 
at First American Title's office to commence an escrow regarding the sale of certain real 
property located on Orem, Utah. I am the escrow officer who was assigned this escrow. 
Aside from giving me instrudions regarding the scope and the purpose of the escrow, 
certain ORAL representations were made on July 12. 2005. 
5. Ladd Brown represented to be the owner of a subdivided lot located in 
Orem Utah. Ladd Brown announced that the lot had not yet been legally approved as a 
final subdMded lot until utilities were brought into the lot, hook In fees were paid and Orem 
City thereafter approved subdivision of the lot. ladd Brown ORALLY STATED that his 
father Barry Brown had ladd's power of attorney and would be handling all further 
matters concerning the real property WltiI the escrow was closed and the property was 
transferred in fee simple to Hoifi Telford. Because of the ·STATEOw power of attorney, I 
obtained copies of the driver's licenses of both Ladd Brown and Barry Brown. Attached 
hereto as exhibit wAw are true coptes of the drives licenses of both Ladd Brown end Barry 
Brown. 
6. I was handed an executed Real Estate Purchase Contract along with an 
Addendum to that contract by ladd Brown. I was told by both parties, that the escrow 
was expected to last a minimum of 7 months, and if longer. that Holtl Telford would be 
paying interest on the only loan against the real property carried by Beehive credit Union. 
Attached hereto as exhibit -Sw is a true and correct copy of the Addendum to the" Real 
Estate Purchase Contract refleCting this agreement in handwritten I8nguage on the bottom. 
Holli Telford then handed me 8 $15.000 check with instructions to cash said check fO( 
disbursement of funds in accordance with co-executed escrow instructions between Hon; 
Telford and Barry Brown, the rater the STATED attorney of power for Ladd Brown. See 
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7. On or about August 7.2005, I received a phone call from Holti M. Telford 
informing me that due to a number oIundfsCIos.edcosts in installing utilities to the property. 
that Barry Brown would be assigningthe:nen against the property to Ms. Telford. 
8. On or about August 15, 2005, · Holli Telford and Barry Brown appeared at 
my offICe with two signed documents. . I was Presented with an instruction letter that 
directed me to disburse 2 checks to Orem City' and 1 check to Utah County Recorder's 
office. Attached hereto as exhibit -D"is a true~nd correct ropy of this instruction letter. 
also received an assignment of the lien against the real property. Attached hereto as 
exhibit "E'" is a true and correct copy of the original of this document presented to First 
American on August 15,2005. I was specif/C811y instructed by both Holli and aany to 
contact Beehive Credit Union and obtain a pay off balance for the note against the real 
property so that HoUi could assume «he debt pursuant to the assignment. Both parties 
then represented to me that the esaow could be dosed upon Orem City approving the 
final plot map for the property. designating the lot as a legally subdivided lot and Beehive 
Credit Union completing any administrative transfers on the note and trust deed . 
9. Based thereon. I Immediately contacted Beehive aedit union and 
requested a payoff amount on the lien existing against 1he property and any additional 
papers required by this financial institution in order to effect transfer of the obligation under 
the Note and Trust Deed from ladd Brown to Hom Telford. I was oraHy told by an 
employee of Beehive Credit Union that the note could not be assigned or assumed. First 
American Title later received attached exhibit -Fw as confirmation that the loan could not be 
assigned or assumed. 
10. On or about August 22, 2005, Holti and Barry appeared at myo1fices 
again to inquire into whether the pay off papers had been received by First American Title 
in order to effect the assignment fA the Note and Trust Deed and thereby close the escrow. 
I escorted them back to my office and informed both of them that Beehive would not 
accept the assignment or allow assumption of the note. Holli announced that Beehive 








I , I 
! 
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11. On or about the afternoon of August 22, 2005, I received a phone call 
from Ladd Brown indicating that Hom was in default under the terms of the Real Estate 
Purchase Contract and instructing me to ctose the escrow and return all undisbursed funds 
to Ladd Brown as per item 3 of Addendum No. 1 to the Real Estate Purchase Contrad. 
12. Over the next 2 weeks I attempted to contact Holli TeHord and inform her 
of the directive I received from Lsdd Brown. I finally reached Ms. Tetford OIl September 6, 
2005 who was wholly unaware of the Instruction by ladd Brown. Ms. Telford informed me 
that she would have a lawsuit filed the next day against Beehive and the Browns. 
I declare that the foregoing is true and correct under penatty of perjury under 
the laws of the state of Utah and of the United States. Executed this Ii 11HJay of 
October. 2005. t 
On this ~ of October, , Jeffrey Barnes 
did appear before me and subsaibe the foregoing 4 page d 
if. 
~ I J . ". r' :~ 11 : , ' . .,.-- " · ~·77 · 
\ - ) > I ~1 : ~)' ~rj~· · 
• ...,.".. " ..' • ~ T\""~. ., 
'. . " 
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ADDE1'I:IJUM NO.2 TO: 
REAL ESTATE 
LAnD BROl'!'N AND 
EXECUTED ON APRIL 
Udd Brown by and through Jill; contr-"dCtual and designated 2gent 
Barry Bro\7.'Il dOes httcby assign all right.5, title, interest and obligations in and 
under the Note and Trust Deed recorded in the Utah County Recorders Office on 
.May 5, 20D3 as entry number 67621 :2003 and secured aga.imtme rUil property 
bearing situs address 2&OSoutb 1200 West, On:m, Unili M058 2Jld parcel1Jl1mber 
18-OOS..()fr95, 10 Ms H Telford this lSrL day of August, 2005. 
This AssigP.ment co!ttract shall be c.oostnlb:i as :1 written modific.mion 
of the Real Estate .Purchase Contract - Land and Addendum no. 1 to R~ Estate 
Purchase Contract eru.ered into between H. Telford a,,'ld u.dd Bm~n on July 
12, 2005 and requiring H. Telford to deposit $6,000 monthly or otherWiSe 
paay interest on a certain mortgage naming BeehiYe: Credit as the 
beneficiary, until term of the escrow. 
Pursuant to rovcr..ant 18 offucDeed of Trust, aIJprm'isions offue 
Deed QfTmst shall now apply to, enure to the benefit of, and bind the assign of 
udd Brown. &Hi Telford, now standing as assignee hen:::undtr. 
Moreover the Deed of Trost contains no "'dUE on sale claust"; thus 
pre-venting the beneficiary from accelerating the sums due under the ~te and 
Trust Deed and requiring that the beneficiary continue hoJ(iing the Nate and Trust 
Deed under it's present terms after this .assignment 
. BecailSt the principal balance rttI:um~ on at time 0: this 
assignment 10 S15.000 to open escrow rnayexceed 
.t'U\...u.u~.J"''iS the b<illmce. 
and ali bl'<::aChes or impairmen:ts 10 L~is Assignment 
contract be p.toSCc-uted in the forum of Ll)c (Juyer's residence lden.ti:fied as 
LVj,jj.1A4..t. Idaho. 
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Subj: RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PAYOFF STATEMENT ON LADD 
BROWN PRopeRTY 
Date: 8116/05 
From: Amber Allen 
To: Jeff Barnes 
Jeff: 
I spoke to our Vice President regarding the new buyer assuming Iioblity on 
the Brown Note and Trust Deed either by assignment or assumption. Mr. 
Hess denies that the trust deed permits that the loan secured against the 
real property may be assigned or assumed. Therefore Beehive wiD not be 
subscribing an assumpHon agreement on your escrow number 320-
4525.437. Mr. Hess has requested that, inform you that the buyer may 
apply for a new loan In which case the buyer win need to provide a 
number of financial documents to Beehive Credit Union. will need to pay 
the fees and costs associated with acquiing a new loon, will need to 
certify the valve of the property 'through a ficensed appraiser and may 
be required to provide other items to as may be necessary. Please feel 
free to contact me if you have any questions. 
Thanks-
Amber Allen 
Beehive Credit Union 
(801) 25,(·6640 









FD-302 (Rtv_ lQ.6-9S) 
-I· 
FED~RAL BUREAU OJ INVESnGATION 
12/H/2{)06 
On December 11, 2006, detective Schwartz was 
telephonically interviewed at his place of employment, Oneida County 
Sheriff's office regarding Holli Lundahl's claimed residence at 10621 
s. Old Highway 191, Malad City Idaho 83252. After being advised of 
the identity of the interviewing .agent and the purpose of the 
interview, Detective Schwartz provided the following information: 
oetective Schwartz advised that he bad vi:tited 11011i's 
alleged residence at 10621 S. Old. Highway 191, Halad City Idaho to 
verify any occupancy of the residence for purposes of the upccllllinq 
bail appeal hea.rinq and to support the coapetency of an earlier filed 
contellpt judgment entered. against Bolli by federal judqe Richard 
'l'all.man in June of 2006 barrinq Bolli frOll fHing any cases in the 
state of Idaho on the alleged grounds that Bolli did not own or 
reside at the real property sitos address 10621 S. Old Highway 191, 
Malad City Idaho. Judge Talllllan had- asked os to investigate into 
perjory charges against Ms. Lundahl. 
Detective Schwartz admitted that he interviewed the 
county tax assessor wbo reported that no residence existed at this 
address, and further, that no hcnestea4 exemption had ever been 
recorded to obtain property tax benefits·- for a residence property. 
Detective Schwartz then visited the property in support of a 
prospective perjury' prosecution prOtrlpted by Judge 'l'allJDan. Detective 
Schwartz reported that there Was indeed an old farm bouse and barn 
located at Lundahl's claimed residence address but that Lu.ndabl could 
not have been residing at the property because there "as no power to. 
the building. Detective Schwart2 reported that he could not enter 
or see into the residence because the windows were canpletely covered 
and all accesses were locked. Based on detective Schwartz' s report 
that no power existed to tbe buildinq, an additional perjurY cha.l:ge 
was submitted. -
12/1412006 ., Salt Lake City, Utah -
- --- - ---- --------''-'--- ------------
49-5U-62176 0.", di'lOltd 12/]4/2006 
b~ Sonja Sorenson:eva 
3 
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Craig W. Christensen 
CRAIG W. CBRIS'l'BNSBN, CHARTERED 
414 South Garfield 
P.O. Box 130 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-0130 
Telephone: (208) 234-9353 
Fax: (208) 234-9357 
Idaho State Bar No. 2086 
Utah State Bar No. 10355 
E-mail: cwcc@ida.net 
Attorneys For: First American Title Insurance Company 
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF IDAHO 
H. M. TELFORD, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
LADD BROWN, BARRY BROWN AS 
AGENT FOR LADD BROWN, PAUL C. HESS 
PERSONALLY AND AS VICE PRESlDENT 
OF BEEHIVE CREDIT UNION, BEEHIVE 
CREDIT UNION, AMBER ALLEN, FlRST 
AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE CO. 
JEFF BARNES AND DOES 1-10, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CIV-05-460-E-MHW 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE 
OF FIRST AMERICAN TITLE 
INSURANCE COMPANY 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Craig W. Christensen of Craig W. 
Christensen, Chartered, hereby enters his appearance for 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE Of 
FIRST AMERICAN ,!'ITLE INSURANCE 
COMPANY 
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aoove rderenc.c p:coeudir.;. 
DATto l''!:lh 3t.P diY of February, 2;)36. 
CAAtG ~L CHIt!STElNS£ti, C.HA~,T~P.EO 
'! hereby certify that on rtbruu',. 3, t.O~6, ! .l.ec:trc.!',:I.~~llY 
',;,:U~d the !'orego1n.; witt:. thw Clot').; of the Court ulI~n~ o:tle CM/E:r 
sy!·tem wh:'oh sent 4 noU.:e (it s:.leetl:on:.c !1li:a; t:.:l tne tcllowl~-;' 
person,: 
\<.I'!:':.t. A. fti;9'.i.n$ 
~a :u~m:rril~.ndcu;.~~, celI· 
,7. ~&vi!'\ fNe.st 
~6~@~~l1:~~,~!c9m 
ru·fl'all:3r;h~ 
i\~.d, I h~reby cer-.:1ty t.hat I haVe!! na:. :.t'ld by ~J:".!.ted S".:bte6 
rr;~-:d Se:-v1o_ the !oreqO;i.ng dOCI.:JMmt to the !o~':'OW!:I; n~n-CMn:cr 
R'9i~t~r.d ~.rt~e1pAnt!: 
H .t':, Telford 
6& Wes: 1~) ~~rth 
r. O. SOl< 166 
~~laQ City, to e!~5~ 
t~I!'::Cr. or A.~PlAAA.NCL or 
'l~T ~r.~lC~ ~lTL£ '~$~~C~ 
:~'ARt -:~ 
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Craig W. Christensen 
CRAIG W. CHRISTENSEN, CHARTERED 
414 South Garfield 
P.O. Box 130 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-0130 
Telephone: (20B) 234-9353 
Fax: (208) 234-9357 
Idaho State Bar No. 2086 
Utah State Bar No. 10355 
E-mail: cwcc@ida.net 
Attorneys For: First American Title Company of Idaho, Inc. 
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF IDAHO 
H. M. TELFORD, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
LADD BROWN, BARRY BROWN AS 
AGENT FOR LADD BROWN, PAUL C. HESS 
PERSONALLY AND AS VICE PRESIDENT 
OF BEEHIVE CREDIT UNION, BEEHIVE 
CREDIT UNION, AMBER ALLEN, FIRST 
AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE CO. 
JEFF BARNES AND DOES 1-10, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
ss. 
County of Ada 
Case No. CIV-05-460-E-MHW 
AFFIDAVIT OF MONINE COLE 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO 
DISMISS OF FIRST AMERICAN 
TITLE INSURANCE CO. 
Monine Cole, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
1. I am the Vice President/Trust Officer of First American 
Title Company of Idaho, Inc., which is an Idaho Corporation and 
have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein and make this 
Affidavit for and on its behalf. 
AFFTDJWJ'J' OF MONINE COLl-: IN SUPPORT 
Of MOTION TO DJSMIS5 OF FIRST 
AMERICAN TITl.,E 1NSURANCE CO, 
-. 
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Of Clerk's Default dated January 25, 2006 filed in the above 
referenced lawsuit. 
15. To the best of my knowledge First American Title Company 
of Idaho, Inc. has never entered into a business transaction with 
Plaintiff, H.M. Telford. 
16. The first time I became aware of any litigation being 
filed by H.M. Telford against First American Title Insurance Co., 
the name of the party listed as a Defendant by H.M. Telford, was 
when contacted by the offices of Craig W. Christensen, Chartered on 
February 3, 2006. 
17. I am not aware of any legal entity known as First 
American Title Insurance Co. which is the name of the party 
Defendant as named in the Plaintiff's Verified Complaint and Demand 
for Jury Trial. 
18. First American Title Company of Idaho, Inc. is an Idaho 
Corporation, and is not a "resident of" the State of Utah. 
19. Defendant, Jeff Barnes, is not an employee of First 
American Title Company of Idaho, Inc., but to the best of my 
knowledge is employed by a Utah title insurance corporation. 
20. Defendant, First American Title Company of Idaho, Inc. 
has had no business dealings with the Plaintiff, H.M. Telford, nor 
with the Defendants, Ladd Brown, Barry Brown, Paul C. Hess, or 
Beehi ve Credit Union with regard to that certain real property 
ArF'} DAVJ T OF MONINE C01.E J N SUPPORT 
OF Mm'JON TO DISMJSS OF' F'1:R!3T 
AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY -4-
bk ct/fatco/telford/aff cole.dismiss.03.09.D6 
.~. 
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merged with First American Adlnin1strat1ve Services, Inc.; that 
John W. Weigand is the President, Quinn H. Stufflebeam 1s thE! 
Secretary, and Dwaln H. Stufflebeam 1s a Director. 
25. That a review of the records of the Secretary of St~te of 
the State of Idaho reveals that there is no legal entity known as 
First America.n Ti tle Insurance Co., the name or the entity listed 
as a party Defendant by the Plaintiff, in her Verified Complaint 
and Demand For Jury Trial. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN To 
2006. 
AFrIDAVIT or MONINt COLt IN SUPPORT 
or MOTION TO DISMISS or FIRST 
before me this ~day o! March, 
N~J~IlLL 
Residing at;' ....",NII ......... , Idaho 
My Cotn.'tlisaion 'EXP_~=-:;;;'" 
"'MIOOHI 
HIIIIy.I'IiIIII. ... fllliIIII ............ 
~~ ... .., ..... 
AM!RIC~ TITLE INSU~C! COMPANY -6-
bk ctltAtco/teltord/af: Qol •• dlsmier..03.09.06 
5 
Am Atmriom rJtliii Corr.piU'lY af IcMr,o, IFI:::' 
5~ E fr~nr.un, Ste 120 
Men:ii3Cl, ID !WYl2 
Phn - (200)375-0"'l5:, 
fzx" (200}323-9G1S 
FIle No,: 792440 (JO) 
Buyer end :Seller herein affirm and agree that First American T,'tit: Company of Jdarrol inc., ilS prnn1r-.JP<~< 
or ;>s:sign" have not n'l3de Zlfly 'h-:arranties as tD the accuracy Df tnese tax f;'gG'reS. Further, Buye, and seller agree 
that should the actua! tax, as shown on the tax statement forwarded by the AssessorlTieasure:'s Office du:inc 
the year .of the sale differ from tr.e represented on the atBched ~jDsir,g staterrent, the foHowirtg wiil ocCur: 
1. In the event Buyer has fecefved excess credit based on the ''o'1imated tax", Buyer ogrees to reimburse 
Seller; or 
2, In the eve:lt Buyer has not rerJ::flfed sJffident credit based on the "estimated tax", Selier agrees to 
reimburse Buyer_ 
3. due, if cny, stai! be made the r=np;-tiv'p party to :h€ 
r fiY.. 51 Ji.TEMENTS 
ClOSING ON mrs TPJJ"J5A .. CTION V'llll BE hANDLED DIRECTLY B:TVIEEN THE RE50 ECTI\-,'E 
f1R;:,,"T Nv!EtUCAJl TIn£: COMPANY OF IDAHO, mc. DOES NOT f,S5LJME ANY LIAi3LI,Y OR. 
RESPONSIBllITY IN CONNECTION TrlEREV'ITri. 
P;lrther, Buyer and Seller herein agrees to hold First American Title Company Of Idaho, Inc. harmle::;s frorn any 
loss, liability: or responsibility in the event the estimated tax figures ere based on Z Homeowner's Tax Exempbon, 
Which mayor mey not apply for the year in which the sale OCCurs. It is agreed that it shail be the buyer's 




~-)} .., day of --"cff--"-"'-----------' 
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Craig W. Christensen 
CRAIG W. CHRISTENSEN, CHARTERED 
414 South Garfield 
P.O. Box 130 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-0130 
Telephone: (208) 234-9353 
Fax: (208) 234-9357 
Idaho State Bar No. 2086 
Utah State Bar No. 10355 
E-mail: cwcc@ida.net 
-
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Attorneys for: First American Title Insurance Agency of Utah, LLC 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
First American Title Insurance ) 
Agency of Utah, LLC, a Delaware) 
Limited Liability Company, 
authorized to do business 
within the State of Utah, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
H. M. TELFORD, a/k/a M.H. 
Telford, a/k/a Holly Telford; 
LADD BROWN; and BARRY BROWN, 
Defendants. 
COMPLAINT - INTERPLEADER 
COMES NOW Plaintiff and for a claim against Defendants, H.M. 
Telford, Ladd Brown, and Barry Brown, and each of them, and 
alleges: 
1. Plaintiff is, and at all times mentioned, was conducting 
business under the name and style of First American Title Insurance 
Agency of Utah, LLC, located at 578 South State Street, Orem, Utah. 
COMPLAINT - INTERPLEADER 
Q... If 
t 
2. Defendant, H.M. Telford, a/k/a as M.H. Telford is, and at 
all times mentioned was, residing at 68 West 100 North, Malad City, 
Idaho. 
3. Defendant, Ladd Brown, is, and at all times mentioned was, 
residing at 832 East Claybourne, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
4. Defendant, Barry Brown, is, and at all times mentioned 
was, residing at 782 West 2000 South, Orem, Utah. 
5. Jeffrey Todd Barnes, an employee of Plaintiff, was 
contacted at his office in Orem, Utah, by the Defendant, Holly 
Telford on or about July 11, 2005 by telephone. 
6. Defendant, Holly Telford asked Mr. Barnes if she could 
bring in a purchase sale contract on a lot located in Orem, Utah 
and have Plaintiff's offices assist her with the closing of the 
purchase and sale transaction. 
7. Defendant, Holly Telford was informed by Mr. Barnes that 
the offices of Plaintiff would be happy to assist with the closing 
of the sale of the real property. 
8. Mr. Barnes met Defendant, Holly Telford, in person at 
Plaintiff's Orem office located at 578 South State Street, Orem, 
Utah, on or about July 12, 2005. 
9. Mr. Barnes met Defendants, Barry Brown and Ladd Brown, in 
person at Plaintiff's Orem office located at 578 South State 
Street, Orem, Utah, on or about July 12, 2005. 
COMP~AINT - INTERPLEADER -2-
st ct\fatco\telford\interpleader.cplt 
10. Defendants, Holly Telford, Barry Brown and Ladd Brown 
delivered to Mr. Barnes an executed Real Estate Purchase Contract -
Land. 
11. Defendant, Holly Telford, delivered to Mr. Barnes a 
cashiers check in the amount of $15,000.00 drawn on Bank of 
American Fork dated July 12, 2005, which he deposited to the trust 
account of First American Title Insurance Agency of Utah, LLC. 
12. Mr. Barnes prepared and delivered to Defendant, Holly 
Telford, a Receipt For Deposit reflecting delivery and deposit of 
the $15,000.00 to the Plaintiff's trust account. 
13. The purpose of the meeting was to present the Real Estate 
Purchase Contract - Land to Mr. Barnes, to deliver the cashiers 
check to Plaintiff for deposit to its trust account, and to open 
escrow. 
14. Mr. Barnes was informed by the Defendants that a portion 
of the trust monies would have to be disbursed prior to closing the 
real estate transaction in order to improve the lot. 
15. Mr. Barnes informed Defendants, Holly Telford, Barry 
Brown and Ladd Brown, that a portion of the trust funds could and 
would be disbursed from the trust account only upon written 
directions from all parties. 
16. Mr. Barnes then set up an escrow for the purchase of the 
real property (lot) located in Orem, Utah. 
15. Mr. Barnes then coordinated the preparation of a 
preliminary title report by First American Title Insurance Agency 
COMPLAINT - INTERPLEADER -3-
st ct\fatco\telford\interpleader.cplt 
of Utah, LLC. in order to determine the ownership of the real 
property, the status of liens of record, and to identify closing 
issues. 
16. On or about August 15, 2005, Defendants, Holly Telford 
and Barry Brown for Ladd Brown gave to Mr. Barnes written 
instructions to issue three (3) checks from the trust account funds 
as follows: 
a. City of Orem for $90.00 - check No. 432022035; 
b. Utah County Recorder's Office for $68.00 - check No. 
432022036; and 
c. City of Orem for $5,407.00 - check No. 43202037. 
17. Mr. Barnes, pursuant to the written instructions issued 
and submitted the checks to the designated payees. 
18. Defendant, Holly Telford, instructed Mr. Barnes to orde~ 
a "payoff statement" from Beehive Credit Union with regard to a 
loan between Beehive Credit Union and Ladd Brown. 
19. Mr. Barnes contacted Beehive Credit Union for a "payoff 
statement". 
20. Thereafter Defendant, Holly Telford, informed Mr. Barnes 
that she wished to assume the loan with Beehive Credit Union and 
asked Mr. Barnes to contact Beehive Credit Union to begin the 
assumption process. 
21. On or about August 16, 2005 Mr. Barnes was informed by 
facsimile letter from Beehive Credit Union that Beehive Credit 
Union would not allow the assignment or assumption of the Ladd 
Brown loan by Defendant, Holly Telford. 
COMPLAINT - INTERPLEADER -4-
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22. The Defendants, have been unable to consummate the sale 
of the real property and a dispute has arisen as to the terms and 
provisions of the purchase and sale agreement. 
23. The escrow between the Defendants remains open at First 
American Title Insurance Agency of Utah, LLC. 
24. There remains on deposit the sum of $9,434.00 in the 
trust account of First American Title Insurance Agency of Utah, LLC 
pertaining to the escrow. 
25. Defendants, Ladd Brown and Barry Brown, have demanded 
turnover of the remaining trust funds held by Plaintiff claiming 
entitlement thereto under the terms of the Real Estate Purchase 
Contract - Land. 
26. Defendant, Holly Telford, has demanded turnover and 
return of the remaining trust funds held by Plaintiff claiming that 
the Defendants, Ladd Brown and Barry Brown, have breached the terms 
of the Real Estate Purchase Contract - Land. 
27. Plaintiff, First American Title Insurance Agency of Utah, 
LLC., is unable to decide the validity of the claims of the 
Defendants, or any of them, and cannot safely determine which of 
the Defendants are entitled to be paid the remaining trust funds. 
28. The claims of Defendants, and each of them, are made 
without Plaintiff's collusion and Plaintiff claims no interest in 
t~e remaining trust funds and is indifferent between and among the 
Defendants, and each of them, as to whom the remaining trust funds 
should be paid. 
COMPLAINT - INTERPLEADER -5-
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29. The claims of the Defendants, and each of them, are 
adverse and conflicting. 
30. Plaintiff has contemporaneously with the filing of this 
Complaint - Interpleader, deposited the sum of $9,434.00 with the 
Clerk of the Court, that being the entire amount remaining in the 
Plaintiff's trust account. 
31. Unless Plaintiff is granted the requested relief, 
Plaintiff will suffer irreparable injury, for which Plaintiff has 
no adequate remedy at law. 
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, First American Title Insurance Agency of 
Utah, LLC, prays judgment against said Defendants, Holly Telford, 
Ladd Brown, and Barry Brown, and each of them, as follows: 
1. That Defendants be required to interplead and litigate 
their respective rights to the distribution of the trust fund 
monies under the Real Estate Purchase Contract - Land. 
2. That Plaintiff, First American Title Insurance Agency of 
Utah, LLC, , and its associated legal entities, be discharged from 
any and all liability on account of the claims of any Defendant. 
3. Each of the Defendants be restrained from instituting or 
further pursuing with any action or proceeding against Plaintiff, 
First American Title Insurance Agency of Utah, LLC, and its 
associated legal entities, for recovery of the remaining trust 
funds monies. 
4. Plaintiff recover its costs and expenses incurred in this 
proceeding. 
COMPLAINT - INTERPLEADER -6-
st ct\fatco\telford\interpleader.cplt 
. . . 
5. Plaintiff recover its attorneys fees in the sum of 
$1,500.00 if judgment is entered by default and for such further 
sums as the Court deems just and reasonable if the matter is 
contested. 
6. Plaintiff be granted such further relief as the court 
deems just and proper . 
., NIJ 1\. 
DATED This J. day of r-t\-tL..4~ , 2006. 
CRAIG W. CHRISTENSEN, CHARTERED 
orneys fo . First American Title 
Insurance Agency of Utah, LLC 
STATE OF UTAH 
ss 
County of Salt Lake 
Blake Heiner, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
That he is the regional counsel and vice president of First 
American Title Insurance Agency of Utah, LLC, which is a Delaware 
Limited Liability Corporation, Plaintiff in the above entitled 
action, and makes this statement on its behalf; that he has read 
the above and foregoing Complaint, knows the contents thereof and 
that the facts therein stated are true as he verily beli~ves. 
( 
Blake Heiner 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN To before me this !~ 
2006. 
r----------.. I. TA~~ I • 580 Soutti aoo EIIIIt • , 8eIt lake at,. Utah· ..... • ',.' My~~-, 
.. _-___ .. .1'&11. ... 




































tTlCLES OF MERGER 
OF 
J'11(.,:)J A!Y1~.K.n .. Al' ufLE INSURANCE AGENCY OF UTAH, INC 
a Utah Corporation I i.i it 0 -I C(j- 0 Y"; ~ 
AND 
FIRST AMERlCAN TITLE INSURANCE AGENCY, LLC 
a Delaware Limited Liability Company l.;C:3 !fjjLJ -O\{c ( r 
We, the undersigned, being the President and Secretary, respectively, of First American Title 
Insurance Agency of Utah, Inc.; a Utah corporation, and the Manager, of First American Title 
Insurance Agency, LLC , a Delaware limited liability company, do hereby certify as follows: 
1. The constituent business entities to be merged are First American Title Insurance 
Agency of Utah, Inc., a Utah corporation r Utah") , and First American Title 
Insurance Agency, LLC , a Delaware limited liability company ("First American"). 
2. First American and Utah have duly authorized and approved on October 15, 2006, an 
Agreement and Plan of Merger (the "Merger Agreement") pursuant to which the 
surviving business entity is First American. 
3. 
(a) First American agrees that it may be served with process in this state in an 
action, suit or proceeding for the enforcement of any obligation of Utah and for the 
enforcement of any obligation of First American arising. from the merger. 
(b) First American irrevocably appoints the commission as its agent to accept 
service of process in the action, suit or proceeding described in subdivision (a), and the 
address to which the commission shaH mail a copy of the process shall be: 
Blake T. Heiner 
560 South 300 East 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
4. A copy ofthe Merger Agreement is attached hereto and incorporated herein by this 
reference. 
5. A copy of the Merger Agreement will be furnished by First American, on request and 
without cost, to any member of First American or shareholder of Utah. 








The effective date of the merger pursuant to the Merger Agreement shalJ be 
December 30, 2006. 
This document may be executed in one or more counterparts, each of which will be 
deemed to be an original copy and all of which, when taken together, will be deemed 
to constitute one and the same agreement. 
The Articles of Organization of First American shall be the Articles of the Surviving 
Entity from and after the Effective Date, subject to the right of tile Surviving Entity to 
amend its Articles in accordance with the laws of the State of Delaware. 
[REMAINDER OF THIS PAGE INTE~TIONALL Y LEFT BLANK) 
T:IWP\RKS\('hcms'J'lrst Amcflcanl!itan\;lrt,c!es ofmerg.er2.doc 
Oille: 1 l!.'lJ 1 120!l6 
p.ecelpt Number: 1964213 . 





































IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties to this Agreement pursuant to the approval and 
authority duly given by resolutions adopted by their respective shareholders, directors, Members or 
Managers have caused these presents to be executed by the authorized person of each party hereto 
as the respective act, deed and agreement of each of said entities effective December 30, 2006. 
"First American" 
First American Title Insurance Agency, LLC, 
a Delaware limited liability company 
BY:~ ~h,M;-M-ana-g-er-
"Utah" 
First American Title Insurance Agency of Utah, Inc~ 
a Utah Corporation 
By.p:~~d~ 
Mark S. Webber, President ., 
~~~ 
Blake T. Heiner, Secretary 
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Affidavit of Elham Neilson 
(Supporting complaint against John Backlund, Fourth Judicial District 
Court Judge for City of Orem) 
I, Elham Neilson, sworn and under oath declare as follows: 
1. I have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein and do competently 
attest thereto. 
2. I have known the defendant Holli Telford for many years. 
3. I am familiar with the facts subject matter of Fourth judicial district court 
case, Orem city no. 06-01-1791 and the real property purchase transaction subject of that 
action. 
4. The defendant Barry Brown executed an Assignment of the Note and Trust 
deed in that sales transaction after committing fraud in the original purchase contract, and 
modified the original purchase contract to come into compliance with the Assignment 
document. 
5. In order to steal Hollis investment in the property and the property itself, 
Barry Brown accused Holli of forging his Signature on the Assignment document. In 
addition, when Holli brought suit on this transaction in the state of Idaho, Barry Brown's 
Idaho attorney procured local and federal authorities to pursue forgery charges against 
Holli under the federal perjury statute in order to defeat Holli's causes of actions against 
the Browns and First American Title Insurance Company. These persons not only 
accused Holli of forging Barry Brown's signature to a contract that modified the original 
purchase contract, but they also lied about Holli not residing at her Malad Idaho home in 
order to defeat jurisdiction in the state of Idaho. 
6. Nevertheless, these persons caused Holli to be arrested at her Idaho 
home on October 16, 2006 and extra-dicted to Utah to be prosecuted on Barry Brown's 
forgery charge and perjury with respect to her Idaho residence. 
7. I secured the forwarding of all of Ho/li's mail to my address during the time 
Holli was incarcerated on the Brown's charges and the Idaho attorneys perjury charges re 
jurisdictional fraud. 
8. In late December of 2006, Holli was served by first class mail a complaint 
by First American Title Insurance Agency of Utah LLC at her Malad Idaho home. The 
complaint was forwarded to me. Attached hereto as exhibit "1" is a copy of that complaint. 
The complaint lists a plaintiff that Holli did not do business with regarding the Brown real 
estate purchase transaction. I gave the complaint to Hollis assigned public defender and 
he forwarded the complaint to Holli while Holli was temporarily housed in the Salt Lake 
County Jail. 
9. Holli authored a special motion to dismiss for lack of jurisdiction or 
alternatively stay the civil action pending completed prosecution of her criminal case. 
Holli sent that motion to me and I filed this motion with the court on January 16, 2007. 
Attached hereto as exhibit "2" is a true and correct copy of the motion I filed. 
10. Almost 1 Y2 years later Holli received from the court, a notice of intent to 
dismiss the state action for failure by the plaintiff to prosecute. Attached hereto as 
exhibit "3" is that notice of intent to dismiss. 
11. On June 12, 2008, Holli phone me collect from the jail and requested that 
I verify that the state action had been dismissed pursuant to the judge's order of intent to 
dismiss. I told Holli I would go to the court on June 13, 2008 and verify the dismissal. 
11. On June 13, 2008, I appeared at the Orem District Court and examined 
the file. The file contained the complaint, the Brown's answer, Holli's special appearance 
motion seeking dismissal on personal jurisdiction grounds or an alternative stay (refer 
back to ex. "2" attached), and a default application on an alleged cross complaint filed by 
HoliL Attached hereto as exhibit "4" was the default application filed by the Browns. I did 
not find any cross complaint in the file allegedly filed by Holli, nor did I find any order of 
dismissal or order disposing of Hollis motion to dismiss for jurisdictional reasons or to 
stay the action. The file only contained the foregoing documents. 
12. On June 15, 2008, Holli called me from the jail again. I told Holli about the 
application moving for default. Holli indicated that she never filed a cross complaint 
because she expected the court to either dismiss or stay the action. Holli informed me 
that she would mail me a handwritten Notice that afternoon and asked me to file it with the 
court. 
13. On June 16, 2008, I received a phone call from an inmate sharing a cell 
with HoUi. The inmate informed me that HoUi had suffered a stroke and had been 
emergency flighted to the Federal Medical Center in Fort Worth Texas. I was therefore 
out of contact with Holli for several months. 
14. On June 23,2008, I received Ho/li's hand written Notice of non-receipt of 
the complaint, default papers or any papers in the case. Attached hereto as exhibit "6" 
is a copy of the stamped conformed caption page of the hand written notice I filed with the 
court on June 24,2008. 
15. On January 5, 2009, Holli contacted me from the Federal Medical 
Center in Texas. Holli asked me to verify if a dismissal order had been entered in the 
state case above referenced. 
16. On January 6, 2009, I appeared at the court again and reviewed the court 
file. The file was altered in several material respects and showed numerous due process 
violations. For example: 
(a) Hollis handwritten special appearance motion found at exhibit "2" 
attached hereto had been purloined from the file and in it's place was filed a forged 
typewritten Special Appearance motion containing a photocopied signature for HoUL (No 
Utah jails have type-writers which permit inmates to tender typewritten briefs.). 
(b) On June 16, 2008, 2 minutes before closing, the Brown's Idaho 
attorney filed a motion for summary judgment in which he attached the pertinent orders 
from the Idaho federal court. Attached hereto as exhibit "7" is a file stamped copy of the 
motion for summary judgment filed by the Brown defendants through their Idaho attorney. 
The motion shows that Holli was served at cache county jail, however Holli was at the 
Federal Medical Center in Fort Worth Texas at the time of service. Even so, the motion 
was not timely served. The stamp date on the motion is June 16, 2008. URCP Rule 56(a) 
provides that 20 days must expire before a summary judgment motion can be heard. 
Also, Rule 6 provides that 3 days must be added to the limitations period when service of 
the pleading or filing is made by mail. Adding 23 days to June 16, 2009 is July 8, 2008. 
(c) On June 27,2008, the court held a hearing on the Brown's summary 
judgment motion, well in advance of the limitations period and granted the summary 
judgment motion, completely ignoring Holli's motions challenging the court's jurisdiction. 
Attached hereto as exhibit "8" is a copy of the court's minute order. Attached hereto as 
exhibit "9" is a copy of the court's summary judgment order made final on July 28, 2008. 
17. Hol/i contacted by phone on June 7,2009 to learn the disposition of the 
case. I told Holli what I had learned and also informed her that I had obtained copies of 
the relevant records. Holli asked me to make this affidavit and submit it to the Utah 
judicial counsel. I did so. 
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing statements are true 
and correct, executed this 9th day of January, 2009. 
Affiant 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO BEFORE ME THIS 9TH DAY OF JANUARY, 2009. 
1 
Craig W. Christensen 
CRAIG W. CHRISTENSEN, CHARTERED 
414 South Garfield 
P.O. Box 130 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-0130 
Telephone: (208) 234-9353 
Fax: (208) 234-9357 
Idaho State Bar No. 2086 
Utah state Bar No. 10355 
E-mail: cwcc@ida.net 
-,'!. - .~. 
:n . 
.... n. 
Attorneys for: First American Title Insurance Agency of Utah, LLC 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
First American Title Insurance ) 
Agency of Utah, LLC, a Delaware) 
Limited Liability Company, 
authorized to do business 
within the State of Utah, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
H. M. TELFORD, a/k/a M.H. 
Telford, a/k/a Holly Telford; 
LADD BROWN; and BARRY BROWN, 
Defendants. 
COMPLAINT - INTERPLEADER 
COMES NOW Plaintiff and for a claim against Defendants, H.M. 
Telford, Ladd Brown, and Barry Brown, and each of them, and 
alleges: 
1. Plaintiff is, and at all times mentioned, was conducting 
business under the name and style of First American Title Insurance 
Agency of Utah, LLC, located at 578 South State Street, Orem, Utah. 
COMPk~INT - INTERPLEADER 
2. Defendant, H.M. Telford, a/k/a as M.H. Telford is, and at 
all times mentioned was, residing at 68 West 100 North, Malad City, 
Idaho. 
3. Defendant, Ladd Brown, is, and at all times mentioned was, 
residing at 832 East Claybourne, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
4. Defendant, Barry Brown, is, and at all times mentioned 
was, residing at 782 West 2000 South, Orem, Utah. 
5. Jeffrey Todd Barnes, an employee of Plaintiff, was 
contacted at his office in Orem, Utah, by the Defendant, Holly 
Telford on or about July 11, 2005 by telephone. 
6. Defendant, Holly Telford asked Mr. Barnes if she could 
bring in a purchase sale contract on a lot located in Orem, Utah 
and have Plaintiff's offices assist her with the closing of the 
purchase and sale transaction. 
7. Defendant, Holly Telford was informed by Mr. Barnes that 
the offices of Plaintiff would be happy to assist with the closing 
of the sale of the real property. 
8. Mr. Barnes met Defendant, Holly Telford, in person at 
Plaintiff's Orem office located at 578 South State Street, Orem, 
Utah, on or about July 12, 2005. 
9. Mr. Barnes met Defendants, Barry Brown and Ladd Brown, in 
person at Plaintiff's Orem office located at 578 South State 
Street, Orem, Utah, on or about July 12, 2005. 
COMPLAINT - INTERPLEADER -2-
st ct\fatco\telford\interpleader.cplt 
10. Defendants, Holly Telford, Barry Brown and Ladd Brown 
delivered to Mr. Barnes an executed Real Estate Purchase Contract -
Land. 
11. Defendant, Holly Telford, delivered to Mr. Barnes a 
cashiers check in the amount of $15, 000.00 drawn on Bank of 
American Fork dated July 12, 2005, which he deposited to the trust 
account of First American Title Insurance Agency of Utah, LLC. 
12. Mr. Barnes prepared and delivered to Defendant, Holly 
Telford, a Receipt For Deposit reflecting delivery and deposit of 
the $15,000.00 to the Plaintiff's trust account. 
13. The purpose of the meeting was to present the Real Estate 
Purchase Contract - Land to Mr. Barnes, to deliver the cashiers 
check to Plaintiff for deposit to its trust account, and to open 
escrow. 
14. Mr. Barnes was informed by the Defendants that a portion 
of the trust monies would have to be disbursed prior to closing the 
real estate transaction in order to improve the lot. 
15. Mr. Barnes informed Defendants, Holly Telford, Barry 
Brown and Ladd Brown, that a portion of the trust funds could and 
would be disbursed from the trust account only upon written 
directions from all parties. 
16. Mr. Barnes then set up an escrow for the purchase of the 
real property (lot) located in Orem, Utah. 
15. Mr. Barnes then coordinated the preparation of a 
preliminary title report by First American Title Insurance Agency 
COMPLAINT - INTERPLEADER -3-
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of Utah, LLC. in order to determine the ownership of the real 
property, the status of liens of record, and to identify closing 
issues. 
16. On or about August 15, 2005, Defendants, Holly Telford 
and Barry Brown for Ladd Brown gave to Mr. Barnes written 
instructions to issue three (3) checks from the trust account funds 
as follows: 
a. City of Orem for $90.00 - check No. 432022035; 
b. Utah County Recorder's Office for $68.00 - check No. 
432022036; and 
c. City of Orem for $5,407.00 - check No. 43202037. 
17. Mr. Barnes, pursuant to the written instructions issued 
and submitted the checks to the designated payees. 
18. Defendant, Holly Telford, instructed Mr. Barnes to orde~ 
a "payoff statement" from Beehive Credit Union with regard to a 
loan between Beehive Credit Union and Ladd Brown. 
19. Mr. Barnes contacted Beehive Credit Union for a "payoff 
statement". 
20. Thereafter Defendant, Holly Telford, informed Mr. Barnes 
that she wished to assume the loan with Beehive Credit Union and 
asked Mr. Barnes to contact Beehive Credit Union to begin the 
assumption process. 
21. On or about August 16, 2005 Mr. Barnes was informed by 
facsimile letter from Beehive Credit Union that Beehive Credit 
Union would not allow the assignment or assumption of the Ladd 
Brown loan by Defendant, Holly Telford. 
COMPLAINT - INTERPLEADER -4-
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22. The Defendants, have been unable to consummate the sale 
of the real property and a dispute has arisen as to the terms and 
provisions of the purchase and sale agreement. 
23. The escrow between the Defendants remains open at First 
American Title Insurance Agency of Utah, LLC. 
24. There remains on deposit the sum of $9,434.00 in the 
trust account of First American Title Insurance Agency of Utah, LLC 
pertaining to the escrow. 
25. Defendants, Ladd Brown and Barry Brown, have demanded 
turnover of the remaining trust funds held by Plaintiff claiming 
entitlement thereto under the terms of the Real Estate Purchase 
Contract - Land. 
26. Defendant, Holly Telford, has demanded turnover and 
return of the remaining trust funds held by Plaintiff claiming that 
the Defendants, Ladd Brown and Barry Brown, have breached the terms 
of the Real Estate Purchase Contract - Land. 
27. Plaintiff, First American Title Insurance Agency of Utah, 
LLC., is unable to decide the validity of the claims of the 
Defendants, or any of them, and cannot safely determine which of 
the Defendants are entitled to be paid the remaining trust funds. 
28. The claims of Defendants, and each of them, are made 
without Plaintiff's collusion and Plaintiff claims no interest in 
the remaining trust funds and is indifferent between and among the 
Defendants, and each of them, as to whom the remaining trust funds 
should be paid. 
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29. The claims of the Defendants, and each of them, are 
adverse and conflicting. 
30. Plaintiff has contemporaneously with the filing of this 
Complaint - Interpleader, deposited the sum of $9,434.00 with the 
Clerk of the Court, that being the entire amount remaining in the 
Plaintiff's trust account. 
31. Unless Plaintiff is granted the requested relief, 
Plaintiff will suffer irreparable injury, for which Plaintiff has 
no adequate remedy at law. 
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, First American Title Insurance Agency of 
Utah, LLC, prays judgment against said Defendants, Holly Telford, 
Ladd Brown, and Barry Brown, and each of them, as follows: 
1. That Defendants be required to interplead and litigate 
their respective rights to the distribution of the trust fund 
monies under the Real Estate Purchase Contract - Land. 
2. That Plaintiff, First American Title Insurance Agency of 
Utah, LLC, I and its associated legal entities, be discharged from 
any and all liability on account of the claims of any Defendant. 
3. Each of the Defendants be restrained from instituting or 
further pursuing with any action or proceeding against Plaintiff, 
First American Title Insurance Agency of Utah, LLC, and its 
associated legal entities, for recovery of the remaining trust 
funds monies. 
4. Plaintiff recover its costs and expenses incurred in this 
proceeding. 
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5. Plaintiff recover its attorneys fees in the sum of 
$1,500.00 if judgment is entered by default and for such further 
sums as the Court deems just and reasonable if the matter is 
contested. 
6. Plaintiff be granted such further relief as the court 
deems just and proper. 
*' ,./J 1\. 
DATED This J.. day of 1-t'-ti...1.(:>:- , 2006. 
CRAIG W. CHRISTENSEN, CHARTERED 
Title 
STATE OF UTAH 
ss 
County of Salt Lake 
Blake Heiner, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
That he is the regional counsel and vice president of First 
American Title Insurance Agency of Utah, LLC, which is a Delaware 
Limited Liability Corporation, Plaintiff in the above entitled 
action, and makes this statement on its behalf; that he has read 
the above and foregoing Complaint, knows the contents thereof and 
that the facts therein stated are true as he verily beli~ves. 
f 
Blake Heiner 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN To before me this !~ 
2006. 
r----------.. I. TA~~' 
• 560 Southaoo ... • 
Salt lake City. ~~ 
L.;._·~_:~_J 
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c:: 01 2008 
C9J .-,;; OOTRlCT STAn; OF U-O, t; U1AHCOlJ!-ITY 
4TH DISTRICT COURT - OREM 
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
FIRST AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE, 
Plaintiff, 
vs . 
H M TELFORD, 
Defendant. 
Clerk: christyg 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO DISMISS 
Case No: 060201791 IP 
Date: April 1,2008 
Notice is hereby given that , due to inactivity, the above entitled 
matter may be dismissed for lack of prosecution. Unless a written 
statement is received by the court within 20 days of this notice 
showing good cause why this should not be dismissed, the court will 
dismiss without further notice. 
Dated this ____ day of 
Page 1 
4 
Kent A. Higgins 
MERRILL &: MERRILL, CHARTERED 
109 North Arthur - 5th Floor 
P.O. Box 991 ' 
Pocatello, ID 83204-0991 
(208) 232-2286 
(208) 232-2499 Telefax 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
ISB#3025 
USB#03720 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
First American Title Insurance Agency of 
Utah, LLC, a Delaware Limited Liability 
Company, authorized to do business within 
the State of Utah', 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
H.M. TELFORD, aIkIa M.H. Telford, aIkIa 





) Case No. 06-02-1791 
) 
) 
) APPUCATION FOR ENTRY OF 
) DEFAULT ON DEFENDANT H.M. 
) TELFORD, a/kIa M.R. TELFORD, a/kIa 








I HEREBY' CERTIFY that due and legal service of process was made upon H.M. 
TELFORD, aIkIa M.H. Telford, aIkIa Holly Telford, one of the Defendants in the above action; that 
said Defendant has failed to plead or otherwise defend within the time and as provided by law. 
I FURTHER CERTIFY that I have personally examined the proof of service of process 
upon the said defaulting party, which proof is on file in this cause, and that the same conforms in all 
respects to the requirements of law. 
Application'is, therefore, made for the entry of default of said defaulting Defendant. 
Application for Entry ot DefauH 
O:\63\6398\Pleadings - InterpJeader\Application for Entry ofDefault.wpd Page 1 
DATED this <::;tk, day of June, 2008. 
MERRILL & MERRILL, CHARTERED 
BY~ entA. 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Application for Entry of Default 
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Salt Lake Detention Center 
3415 South 900 West 
Salt Lake City, UT 84119 
IN THE FOURTH JUDIOAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
First American Title Insurance 
Agency of Utah, LLC, a Delaware LLC, 
Authorized to do Business within 
the State of Utah, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Rolli Telford, Ladd Brown, and 
Barry Brown, 
Defendants. 
Case No. 06-02-1791 
1) Special Appearance Moving to 
Dismiss for Lack of Personal Jurisdiction 
Pursuant to a Forum Clause in Real Estate 
Contracts for Idaho; 
OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE: 
2) Motion to Stay or Dismiss the Entire 
Case based on ( a) Pending Criminal 
Proceeding, (b) The First to File Rule; 
(c) The True Party in-Interest Rule; and 
(d) The Complaint is Void on its Face. 
Comes now the defendant Ms. H. Telford, aka Rolli Telford in her capacity as agent to 
the MD Diet Companies and specially appears and moves to dismiss this action for lack of 
"contracted" personal jurisdiction pursuant to a forum clause for the state of Idaho, or in the 
alternative, for a stay order based on pending criminal proceedings before the United States 
District Court, Central District of Utah, USA vs. Rolli Lundahl, Case No . .2:06 CV 00693, 
because this action was filed second in time, or dismissal under the true party in interest rule. 
UNCONTROVERTED FACTS 
1. The defendant Holli Telford aka Ms. Holli Telford (erroneously sued under other 
names) from 1980 to December or 2003 was a resident of the state of Utah. In . 
January of2003, this defendant filed Chapter 13 bankruptcy in the state of Utah. Eli 
CONCLUSION 
For all of the foregoing reasons, defendant Telford requests that this court: 
(1) dismiss this case for lack of "contracted" personal jurisdiction pursuant to the forum 
clause; (2) stay all proceedings due to pending criminal proceedings deciding common 
issues of fact and justifying the prosecution of future claims against the plaintiff; (3) 
dismiss or stay under the "fIrst to fIle" rule; (4) dismiss the case under the true party in 
interest rule; and (5) dismiss the complaint because it is void on its face as in violation 
of the "Open Courts" clause. 
Dated this ___ day of____ 1 2007. 
HOliib~ 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
/h/l Ft. f, .. 
The undersigned certifIes that !We fiili'lltl the foregoing special appearance motion to 
dismiss, etc., to the following party: 
Craig Christensen 





Kent A. Higgins 
MERRILL & MERRILL, CHARTERED 
109 North Arthur - 5th Floor 
P.O. Box 991 
Pocatello, ID 83204·0991 
(208) 232-2286 
(208) 232-2499 Te1efax 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
ISB#3025 
USB# 03720 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
First American Title Insurance Agency of 
Utah, LLC, a: Delaware Limited Liability 
Company, authorized to do business within 
the State of Utah, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
H.M. TELFORD, alkJa M.H. Telford, alkJa 



















Pursuant to Rule 56, Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, the Defendants, Ladd Brown and Barry 
Brown move this court for an Order entering judgment in their favor and awarding these defendants 
the funds interplead in this action.. This Motion is made on the grounds and for the reasons that: 
1. Defe.ndant Holly Telford, seeks her dismissal from this case 
2. The pleadings submitted by Defendant Holly Teleford plead identical claims, 
defenses, and issues as those raised by Defendant Telford in the case of MH Telford 
v. Ladd Brown, et aI., case # CV 05-460-E-BLW. United States District Court for the 
Motion for Entry of Summary Judgment on the Grounds of Res Judicata 
O:\63\6398\P\eadings - Interpleader\Motion for Entry of Judgment on the Grounds of Res Judicata.wpd Page 1 
District ofIdaho,. Copies of two orders, and the judgment entered against her in the 
federal court case are attached as Exhibits A, B and C. 
Defendant Telford's pleadings contain judicial admissions that her defenses to the cross-
claims of the Browns, or any claim she may have to the interpled funds, are identical to those already 
adjudicated in the federal court case. 
Because the Federal District Court of the District of Idaho has already adjudicated these 
issues and granted dismissal with prejudice to Ms. Telford's claims, judgment ought to be awarded 
to Defendants Brown as a matter oflaw. 
This motion is supported by the accompanying brief. 
Dated this ~ day of June, 2008. 
MERRILL & MERRILL, CHARTERED 
Motion for Eutry of Summary Judgment on the Grounds of Res Judicata 
O:\63\6398\Pleadings -lnterpleader\Motion for Entry of Judgment on the Grounds of Res Judicatawpd Page 2 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
1, Kent A. Higgins, do hereby certify that a true, full and correct copy of the foregoing 
document was this IZ-1.-.day of June, 2008, served upon the following in the manner indicated 
below: 
Craig W. Christensen 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 130 
Pocatello, ID 83204 
Holli Telford 
S0#301212 
Salt Lake Detention Center 
3415 South 900 West 
Salt Lake City, UT 84119 
Inmate Holli Telford 
Cache County Jail 
1225 West Valleyview 




















. Hand Delivery 
Overnight Delivery 
Telefax 
Motion for Entry of Summary Judgment on the Grounds of Res Judicata 
O:\63\6398\Pleadings - Interpleader\Motion for 'Entry of Judgment on the Grounds of Res Judicata.wpd Page 3 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
























Case No. 4:0S-cv-00460-RCT 
ORDER GRANTING 
DEFENDANTS' MOTIONS 
TO DISMISS, DENYING 
PLAINTIFF'S APPLICATION 
FOR ENTRY OF DEFAULT 
AND MOTION FOR RULE TO 
SHOW CAUSE, AND 
DECLARING MOOT 
DEFENDANTS'MOTION TO 
STRIKE; ORDER TO SHOW 
CAUSE 
Pending before the Court are the following motions: Defendants' Motion to 
Dismiss (Docket No.3); Defendants' Motion to Dismiss (Docket No. 21); 
Defendants' Motion to Strike Declarations (Docket No. 30); Plaintiff's Application 
for Entry of Default (Docket No. 36); Plaintiff's Motion for Rule to Show Cause 
(Docket No. 40); and Defendant's Motion to Dismiss (Docket No. 51). Having 
reviewed the pleadings, and being fully advised, the Court rules as follows: 
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foreign state's jurisdiction. See St. A/phonsus Reg'/ Med. Ctr. v. Washington, 852 
P .2d 491, 495 (Idaho 1993). 
Plaintiff's alternate grounds for contending that jurisdiction exists, the 
Racketeering Influenced and Corrupt Organization Act. 18 U.S.C. § 1961 et seq. 
("RICO"). the Interstate Land Sales Full Disclosure Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1701 et seq. 
("Land Sales Act"). and the Idaho Consumer Protection Act and Racketeering 
statutes. also do not provide this Court with personal jurisdiction over these non-
resident defendants. The Ninth Circuit has held: 
For nationwide service to be imposed [under RICO], the court must have 
personal jurisdiction over at least one of the participants in the alleged 
multi district conspiracy and the plaintiff must showthatthere is no other 
district in which a court will have personal jurisdiction over all of the 
alleg ed co-conspirators. 
Butcher's Union 'V. SDC Inv .• Inc., 788 F.2d 535, 539 (9th Cir. 1986). Plaintiffhas 
not alleged that the requirements for nationwide service are met. Under the Land 
Sales Act, IS U.S.C. § 1719 confers jurisdiction in the district where the offer or 
sale took place. Here, the offer and sale took place in Utah, not Idaho. so the Land 
Sales Act does not allow this Court to assert personal jurisdiction over the Utah 
defendants. Moreover. there is no basis for personal jurisdiction under the Idaho 
statutes and pendent jurisdiction cannot be invoked in this case. 
'f Because this Court concludes that Plaintiff has not alleged facts sufficient 
ORDER-4 
Case 4:05-cv-004",,,-RCT Document 57 Filed 04/07rL.006 Page 5 of 8 
*' for the Court to exercise personal jurisdiction over the Browns, the Motion to 
Dismiss (Docket No.3) is GRANTED. 
In the second Motion, Defendants Paul C. Hess, Amber Allen, and Beehive 
Credit Union ("the Beehive Defendants") move to dismiss this action for lack of 
personal jurisdiction. Plaintiff has failed to allege a sufficient basis for this Court 
to assert jurisdiction over the Beehive Defendants-all residents of Utah who do not 
conduct business in Idaho and lack suffwient contacts with the state. For the 
reasons set forth in relation to the Browns' motion, Plaintiff has not demonstrated. 
that the facts giving rise to the instant cause of action fall within the scope of the 
Idaho long-arm statute or that jurisdiction is otherwise proper. Because this Court 
lacks personal jurisdiction over the Beehive Defendants, their Motion to Dismiss 
(Docket No. 21) is GRANTED. 
The third Motion to Dismiss was brought by First American Title Insurance 
Company of Idaho, Inc. (Docket No. 51). Rule 7.1(c) of the District ofIdabo 
Local Civil Rules requires a party to file a response to an opposing party's motion 
within twenty-one days. Plaintiff has failed to file a response to the Motion, which 
the Court "deem[s] to constitute a consent to ... the granting of said motion ... on 
Local Rule 7 .1 (e). Accordingly, the Motion to Dismiss is GRANTED. 
The Browns have brought a Motion to Strike the declarations ofYnnette 
ORDER-S 
Case 4:05-cv..Q04\...rRCT Document 57 Filed 04/071aJ06 Page 8 of 8 
Accordingly, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, that the Defendants' Motions to Dismiss 
(Docket Nos . 3, 21, 51) shall be, and are bereby, GRANTED. Plaintiffs' claims 
against all Defendants except Jeff Barnes are DISMISSED with prejudice in their 
entirety. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Defendants' Motion to Strike 
Declarations (Docket No. 30) is MOOT. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Plaintiff's Application for Entry of 
Default (Docket No. 36) and Plaintiffs Motion for Rule to Show Cause (Docket 
No. 40) are DENIED. 
IT IS FURTIIER ORDERED that Plaintiff will Show Cause, if any she has, 
within fourteen (14) days ofthe date of this Order as to why the claims against 
Defendant Barnes should not be dismissed. Failure to respond will result in entry 
of dismissal as to all claims against Defendant Barnes. 
DATED thiB 7th day of April, 2006 at Seattle, Washington. 
/~4A1Z aC/~ ___ 
RICHARD C. TALLMAN 
United States Circuit Judge 
Sitting. by designation 
~Tl"S . Certified to be a true and correct 
~~~ COo, copy of original filed In my office. 
~ ~ 
~ ill Cameron S. Burke. Clerk 
U.S. Courts. District of Idaho 
, ~I 
rr Of By Jean Gerrells on Jun 09, 2008 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 





















On April?, 2006, the Court entered an Orderthat dismissed Plaintiff's 
claims against all Defendants except Defendant Barnes. On May 1,2006, the 
court entered an Order disposing of Plaintiff's claims against Defendant Barnes. 
Pursuant to those Orders, Judgment is hereby entered in favor of Defendants and 
the case is dismissed with prejudice. 
DATED this 11th day of May, 2006, at Seattle, Washington. 
cg.A.T!".s- Certified to be a true and correct 
~,,"Q COJo copy of original filed In my offICe. p , 
~ til Cameron S. Burke, Clerk 
U.S. Courts, District of Idaho 
~I . 
~ ~ 
r)' Of. By Jean Gerrells on Jun 09, 2008 
RICHARD C. TALLMAN 
United States CircuitJudge 
Sitting by designation 
" Oigitlly signed by;"11\ GmeI1s 
J ea n G e r re II d· DN:cnwJfln Gerretls,aMll-jean-llemh@ld. ;z) -~90". o-\IS Courts, ou-US Cooos. c-us 
. Date: 2tlOB.06.D9 11:'31:51 -0700' 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 



















Case No. 4:05-cv-00460-RCT 
ORDER 
---------------------) 
Pending before the Court is a petition for allowance of attorney fees for 
Defendants Ladd and Barry Brown. The Supreme Court has "long recognized that 
attorneys' fees may be awarded to a successful party when his opponent has acted 
in bad faith, vexatiously, wantonly, or for oppressive reasons." F. D. Rich Co. v. 
United States/or use of Indus. Lumber Co., 417 U.S. 116, 129 (1974). This Court 
has already found that Plaintiff proceeded in this meritless action in bad faith. See 
Telford v. Brown, Case No. 4:05-cv-00460-RCT, Order Granting Defendants' 
Motion to Dismiss (D. Idaho April 7, 2006) (rejecting Plaintiffs contentions as 




I ~C.....:::..~_ I 
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claims against the Brown ~fendants). Plaintiff brought this action in Idaho, 
despite the fact that she could not show that any business was transacted in Idaho 
or that any tortious act occurred withjn the state. ld. at 3. Plaintiff also made false 
'f.. statements regarding her residency in the State ofIdaho. ld. 
Moreover, this Court recently declared Plaintiff a vexatious litigant and 
imposed pre-filing restrictions upon her. See Lundahl v. NAR Inc., Case No. 
4:05-cv-00127-RCT, Memorandum Decision and Order (D. Idaho May 24, 2006). 
The present action appears to be yet another of Plaintiff's actions filed in 
succession in this Court for the purpose of harassing defendants and the judicial 
system itself. See id. at 3-4, 7. Thus, the Court finds that Plaintiff has pursued 
this action against the Brown defendants in bad faith, wantonly, and for oppressive 
reasons. Accordingly, the imposition of attorney fees is justified pursuant to this 
Court's inherent authority to award fees in such cases. See F. D. Rich Co., 417 
U.S. at 129. 
The Court has considered the Affidavit of Kent A Higgins in support of the 
petition for allowance of attorney fees. The time spent defending this matter is 
reasonable and the hourly rate charged is commensurate with prevailing rates for 
attorneys in this District. The Court has also considered its Order Granting 
Defendants' Motion to Dismiss, the fact that Plaintiff did not file an objection to 
ORDER-2 
· . .. 
... . 
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Defendants' requested attorneys' fees, the pleadings and filings in this matter and 
\! 
other matters filed in this and other courts by Plaintiff: which are discussed in the 
May 24, 2006, Memorandum Decision and Order in Lundahl v. NAR Inc., Case 
No.4:05-cv-00127-RCT. Being fully advised; 
NOW, TIIEREFORE,.IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND 
DECREED that Defendants Ladd and Barry Brown are hereby awarded a 
judgment against Plaintiff in the sum ofFNE TIIOUSAND SIX HUNDRED 
AND SEVENTY FOUR DOLLARS AND 78/100s ($5,674.78) for attorneys' fees 
reasonably and necessarily incurred by said Defendants in defending this matter. 
DATED this 13th day of June, 2006, at Seattle, Washington. 
~~QcFii~ 
RICHARD C. TALLMAN 
United States Cn-cuit.Judge 
Sitting by designation 
~I'$ Certified to be a true and correct $-"0 Cb\ copy of original filed In my office. 
S m Cameron S. BW'ke, Clerk 
U.S. Courts, District of Idaho 
ORDER-3 
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4TH DISTRICT COURT - OREM 
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
MINUTES 
FILED 
JUN 272008 L 
..,..~ == 
FIRST AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE, 
Plaintiff, PRETRIAL CONFERENCE 
vs. 




Case No: 060201791 IP 
Judge: 
Date: 
JOHN C. BACKLUND 
June 27, 2008 
Plaintiff's Attorney(s): CRAIG W CHRISTENSEN 
Audio 
Tape Number: 44 Tape Count: 10.50 
HEARING 
The Motion for Summary Judgment is granted. The defendant to 
submit Findings and Conclusions of Law. There is no geniune issue 
to preclude a summary judgment in favor of the Browns. A check fo~ 
$9435 was returned to the court by ATP. 
Page 1 (last) 
9 
Kent A. Higgins USB# 03720 
MERRILL Ie MERJULL, CHARTERED 
109 North Arthur - 5th Floor 
P.O. Box 991 
Pocatello, ID 83204-0991 
(208) 232-2286 . 
(208) 232-2499 Telefax 
Attorneys for Defendants Ladd .t Ban:y Brown 
IN TIlE FOURTIllUDIClAL DISTlUCT COURT 
FOR UT AlI COUNTY. STATE OF UTAH 
First American TItle 1nsurance AieneY of 
Utah,llC, a Delaware Limited Liability 
Company. authorized to do business wi1hin 
the State ofUtah,· 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 





) Case No. 06-02-1791 
) 












On June 27, 2008. this matter came for hearing on Defendants' Ladd and Barty Brown's 
Motion for Summary Judgmmt before the Fourth District Court..Qrem, Utah County, State of Utah, 
the Honorable John C. Backlund presiding. Present for Plaintiff, First American TItle was Craig W. 
Christensen; ~for Defendants LaddBrown and BanyBTOwn, wasKentA.HiggiDS; Defendant 
H.L .. Telford alkJa H. Telford. alk/a Holly Telford did not appear but provided the court with a 
written response to $e pending Motion for Summary Judgment. 
Having conSidered the pleadings, the Briefin Support of the Motion for Summary Judgment., 
Ms. Telford's respo~. and the comments of counsel, the court makes the folJewing F~ of 
Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order. 
Ordfr GrllDtiac S..-ry Jllliglllat 
O:\63\6398\Pleadingi - InterpJeadel\Ordea: Granting Summary Judgment.wpcI Page 1 
,. 
:mIDINGS OFFACI' 
I) On August 1,2006, Fxrst American Title Insunmce filed an interpleader action 
interpleading $9,434:00 as a balance in 8D escrow account held by Fxrst American Title 1nsurance. 
2) The inteJpIed funds of First American Title Insurance are the CO'Il1cnts of an escrow 
account opened on or about July 12, 2005, and cons1itute earnest money for a rcaI estate purchase 
contract executed between Holly Telford as purchaser and Barry and Ladd Brown as seller. 
3) Ms. Telford contacted Jeffrey Barnes of First .American Title Company in Oran, 
'Utah, to set up an escrow in Orem. Ms. Telford delivered $15,000.00 to Jeffrey Barnes in the form· 
ofacbeck 
4) Ms. Telford and Defendants Ladd and Barry Brown met wi1h Jeffrey Barnes at his 
Orem. Utah office of First American Title to complete the escrow. 
5) Subsequmt to opening the escrow, a dispute erupted between Ms. Telford and the 
Browns over the rcaI estate tnmsaction. and Ms. Telford filed an action in the United States District 
Court for the District of Idaho, Case No. 4:05-CV-00460. 
6) On April 7, 2006, the United States District Colll1 entered an Order dismissing Ms. 
Tdford's Complaint. 
7) On May 11. 2006, the United States District Colll1 entered Judgmcm in favor of 
Defendants Ladd and Barry Brown. 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
1. Ms. Telford's response filed on Juoe26, 2008, to the Browns' Motion for Summary 
.Judgment, fails to raise any issues of fact that would preclude this court from granting Summary 
Judgment 
2. This court bas jurisdiction over the interpled funds. The i.ntexpled funds are escrow 
funds for ~ purchase and sale of real estate in Utah County, and were deposited by the parties with 
First American TUle in Orem, Utah. 
3. This court bas persODal jurisdiction over Ms. Tdford. PIIl'IIgnIpbs 4 and 5 of ber 
"Special Appearance" admit she ammged the escrow agreement with Jeffi:ey Barnes of rlISt 
American Title in Orem, Utah. she agreed to complete the escrow in Orem, Utah, and Ms. Telford 
tendered the funds to First American Title's <>rem Office in Utah County, Utah. These actions by 
Ms. Te1ford are sufficient to give this court personal jurisdiction over Ms. Telford. 
Order Grutiug 811111_1'1 hclpleB.t 
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S. Ms. Telford's pleadings in thinction baYeDOtasaetted a claim tothefuDds. butbave 
presented only defenses to the claims ofLadd BroWn and Barty Brown to those funds. Ma. Telford 
has conteseed the in personam jurisdiCtioo of this court and she baa chaIJc:rJged efficacy of the . 
decisions Mched by the Uuited StItes Court fortheDiatrict~. By failing to present ht:r OWD 
claims. she has waived any c:IaiD1s De may haw#lCl1cd. 
6. The decision of the UnitrxJ Stales DiIIrict Court for the District of ldIho in H. 
Telford v. Lade! Bl'OWD, d at. Case No. 4:OS-CV -00460 is n:s judicata ofMs. Te:Jfurd's pleadings 
in this maUer. Paragraphs 14, I&, 21,22 1IIJd ·:p ofba' '"Special Appcar.mcc" admit tba1 her 
allegations md cSefmSes in this case .. the same .., those she ISXl'tcld in die Federal District Court . 
ofldabo. The Ordas rmdcred in the fcdcnJ cae foaud hcrpoaitioamr.ritlessaod eutc:n:dJudgmeut 
in fa¥Ol"oftbe BroWDS. Those orders provided a fuaality ofJ'udgmaJt tIIIl precludes. byrajudicata, 
the re-litigaDoa of the same fasucs here. 1'bc Judgmcal oftbc United States District Comt for the 
Stale ofldabo, is entitled to the pesumption of accamey. . 
0RDDl 
NOW mEREFORE IT IS 'HEREBY ORDERED Defcndaots Ladd Brown end Barry 
Brown's Motion for Summary Judgment is pm1Ccl. 
IT IS FURTIIER ORDERED that the iDtcrpIed fuods of $9,434.00 be awaxdc:d to Ladd 
Brown tmd Baay Brown. clo the office ofMerriU & MetriD., Clwtm:d, P.O. Box 991, POCIde.Ilo. 
Idaho 83404-$91. . 
IT IS FINAILY ORDERED tbal PlaimiffFirlt Americ:an TJtIe Inswance Agem:y of Utah, 
'11£. tmd its asSociated legal entities are fully disc:harged IDd reJeased ftom any and all liability or 
claimsofDcfeodantsHJ. Telford aNa, 'R TeJfanI,aNaJill!l".lW~ 
Brown arising out of or pertaining to said ~ 1IIfI~1I'II 
associated therewith ftL 
. DATEDthis 2~ day of July. 2001. 
~ ... Gra.dII& s-..ry hdpIeIat 
O:\63\6398\"PJead"1JIg$ - llJIl:rpk:adcrV:>ldc:r 0rantiIIg ~ Jodgmau.wpd 
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~NB~f~9if..°<ebiji~(;'rON 
UTAH COUNTY RECORDER 
2005 AlIa 09 ~:37_~ FEE 10.01 BY SS 
RE£ORO£1 FOR FIRST AlDtCAN TIllE CO 
After recording. Please return to: 
First American Title Insurance Co. 
578 South State Street 
Orem, Utah 84058 
AIi'Ii'IDA VlT OF IDENTITY 
ORe ADd The Same Statemellt 
The undersigned, having been duly sworn, hereby deposes and says as fonows: 
1. I am a resident of Utah County, State of Utah, over the age of twenty-one 
y~ and in all respects am competent to testify to the matters contained 
herem. 
2. I am a Manager for First American Title Insurance Co. and in that capacity 
I am duly authorized to execute this Affidavit. 
3. By inadvertence and mistake, First American Title Insurance Co. executed 
and caused to be recorded a certain Warranty Deed, dated February 7, 
2003 and recorded in the Utah County Recorder's Office on February 10, 
2003, as Entry No. 20277:2003. The Grantor on said Warranty Deed was 
shown as Leah R. Castagna but title to the property described below was 
held as Leah Castagna. 
4. This Affidavit of Identity is hereby given for the purpose of establishing 
that Leah R. Castagna, Grantor in the above stated Warranty Deed and 
Leah Castagna, who is the vested owner of the below descnbed property, 
are one and the same person and title to the subject property should be 
conveyed through the above described Warranty Deed to the Grantor, Brett 
A. Cook. 
5. Legal Description: 
Lot 2, Plat "C", Cherry Village, a planned unit development as the same is 
identified in the Recorded Survey Map in Utah County, Utah, as Entry No. 9651, 
Map Filing No. ]014 (as said record of survey map may have heretofore been 
amended or supplemented) and in the Declaration of Covenants, recorded in 
Utah County, Utah. as Entry No. 9652, in Book 1280, at Page 318 (as said 
Declaration my have heretofore been amended or supplemented.). 
TaxIDNo.36-326-OOO2 a ~~ ~ 
~M.Aci 
row Officer 
State of Utah 
County of Utah 
On the ~ day of /I~"JI- , 2005, personally appeared before me David M. Acor. 
the signer of the aboveillS6iJment, who duly aCk:nOWledge~thn j executed the same 
- aAS6N RENJifEISffif ~~..,..,--~-----'=-__ IRr4, PUU 'IrATE" UTAH OtaJ)'PUblic 
~~l!t QlA~M8l'REET Residing at: (JY..Q..cN ( l)X I 
COD. WiRES 4-~t?o~7 My Commission expires: 4\ l\o ~ 1 
10 
WHEN RECORDED MAlL TO: 
AURORA LOAN SBRVICES, LLC 
601 5th Ave, PO Box 4000 
Scottsbluff , NB 69363 
Tax Serial Number: 
100025440002819107 
0036891281 
ENT 135426:2005 PG 1 of 11 
RANDALL A. COVINGTON 
UTAH COUNTY RECORDER 
2005 Nov Z3 10:25 ill FEE 30.00 BY F5 
~~If:tL~~CAN mLE A<DCY 
SPACE ABOVE THIS LINE FOil IlECOIlDElt'S USE 
DEED OF TRUST I 
TIllS DEED OF TRUST is made this 
the Trustor, 
LOllBNZO A POPB , A MA1l1lIBD HAN 
(herein "Borrower"), 
'IRST AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE 
9 
M[N 100025440002819107 
day of November 2005 ,among 
, , (herein "Trustee"), and the Beneficiary, 
Mortgage Eleclronic R.egisntion Systems, Inc. ("MER.S"), (solely as nominee for Lender, as hereinafter defmOO, 
and Lender's successors and assigns). MER.S is organized and existing under the laws of Delaware, and has an 
address and telephone number of P.O. Box 2026, Flint, MI, 48501-2026, lei. (888) 679-MERS. 
LBHMAN BROTHERS BAN1C., PSB, A PBDBRAL SAVINGS BANI: 
existing under the laws of UNITED S'l'ATBS 
4001 SOUTH 700 BAST, '400, SALT LAI3 CITY, UT 84107 
, ("Lender") is organized and 
, and has an address of 
BORR.OWER, in considemtion of the indebtedness herein recited and the trust herein created, irrevocably 
grants and conveys 10 Trustee, in trust. with power of sale, the following described property 
UTAH - SECOND MORTGAGE - 1/80· FNMArFHLMC UNIFORM INSTRUMENT WITH MERS 
_ ·76N(UT) (D308) 








71 . /J ENT 135426:2005 PG 7 of 11 
STATE OF UTAH, U~ COUBtySS: 
~lme}i''iOJ00~~V~if.belmefbfu 
My Commission Expires: 
~} II 00 
•• 76N(UT) (0308) 
~ 
In",al.:~ 
Page 7 of 7 Form 3845 
11 
Arter Recording Return To: 
FIRST AMERICAN TrTLE INSURANCE 
578 S. STATE STREET 
OREM, UT Il4058 
Tax Serial Number: 
--!-r.1-et .... :\.>,;(.()Io6L-_l\~\ ..... ~~O~:30::.::::..S,J.-_ [Spa« A_TIoiJ u.. Fer IIm>nIiq Data) ---------
DEED OF TRUST 
MIN: 100029500004093534 
DEFINmo~s 
Words used in multiple sections oC Ihis document an! defined below and other words are defined in Sections 3. II. 13. 18. 20 
and 2!. Certain rules regarding the usage of words used in this document an! also provided in Section 16. 
(A) 'Security Instrument" means this document. which Is dated June 13, 2003 
Riders 10 .his document. 
(8) "1!errowB" is Vance B. Standlflfd 
Borrower is the trustor under this Security Instrument. 
(C) "I..ender" is Taylor, Bean & Whitaker Mortgage Corp. 
Lender is a Florida Corporation 
.he laws of Florida 
1417 North Magnolia Ave, Ocala. FL 34475 
(D) "Trustee" Is FIRST AMERICAN mLE INSURANCE 
•• ogether with aU 
organized and existing under 
. Lender's address Is 
(E) "MERS" is Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems. Inc. MERS is a separate corporation that is acting solely as a 
nominee for Lender and Lender's successors and assigns. MERS is the bwefKiary under this Security lmtrumenl. MERS 
i. organized and existing under the laws of Delaware. and has an address and .elephone number of P.O. Box 2026. Flint. MI 
48501-2026. tel. (888) 619·MERS. 
IF) "Note" means.he promissory noIe signed by Borrower and daled June 13. 2003 The NOIe 
stales that Borrower owes Lender Fotty Five Thousand and noI100 
DollaD (U.S. $ 45,000.00 ) plus interest, Borrower has promised 
.0 pay Ihls debt in regular Periodic Payments and '0 pay the debt in full not later than July 01, 2018 
VTAH-Single ' .... ly-F_it MaoIF_ Mac: UNIFORM INSTRUMENT 










After recordinl.. Please return to: 
First American Title Insurance Co. 
S7S South State Street 
Orem. Utah 84058 
AFFIDAVIT AND NOTICE 
The undersi~ed, having been duly sworn, hereby deposes and says as follows: 
1. I am a resident of Utah County, State of Utah, over the age of twenty-one 
~ and in all respects am competent to testify to the matters contained 
herein. 
2. I am a Escrow Officer for First American Title Insurance Co. and in that 
capacity I am duly authorized to execute this Affidavit 
3. By inadvertence and mistake, First American Title Insurance Co. executed and 
caused to be recorded a certain Warranty Deed, executed by Don E. 
Henrichsen and Don Henrichsen, dated August, 22, 2005 and recorded in the 
Utah County Recorder's Office on November 04, 2005, as Entry No. 
127514:2005. Said Warranty Deed was recorded with an erroneous legal 
description, affecting Parcel 10 which read as follows: 
PARCEL 10; 
THE NORTIlWEST QUARTER OF THE NORTHEAST QUARTER OF 
SECTION 35, TOWNSHIP 8 SOUTH. RANGE 3 EAST , SALT LAKE BASE 
AND MERIDIAN. 
ALSO, COMMENCING AT THE NORTIlWEST CORNER OF THE 
NORTHEAST QUARTER OF THE NORTHWEST QUARTER OF SECTION 
36, TOWNSHIP 8 soum, RANGE 3 EAST, SALT LAKE BASE AND 
MERIDIAN; THENCE EAST 250 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 08°30' WEST 1000 
FEET; THENCE SOUTH 27°37' WEST 257.9 FEET; THENCE NORTH 1130.8 
FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
ALSO, COMMENCING AT THE NORTIlEAST CORNER OF THE 
NORTHEAST QUARTER OF THE NORTHWEST QUARTER OF SECTION 
36, TOWNSHIP 8 SOUTH, RANGE 3 EAST, SALT LAKE BASE AND 
MERIDIAN; THENCE WEST 665 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 08°30' WEST 1023 
FEET; THENCE SOUTH 17°28' WEST 326.2 FEET; THENCE EAST 931.1 
FEET; THENCE NORTH 1320 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
4. Notice is hereby given that the legal description of said Warranty Deed should 
read as follows: 
PARCEL 10: 
THE NORTHWEST QUARTER OF THE NORTHEAST QUARTER OF 
£NT 3335412006 PG 2 of 15 
SECI10N 35, TOWNSHIP 8 SOUTH, RANGE 3 EAST, SALT LAKE BASE 
AND MERIDIAN. 
ALSO, COMMENCING AT THE NORTHWEST CORNER OF THE 
NORTHEAST QUARTER OF THE NORTHWEST QUARTER OF SECTION 
35, TOWNSHIP 8 SOUTH, RANGE 3 EAST. SALT LAKE BASE AND 
MERIDIAN; THENCE EAST 250 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 08°30' WEST 1000 
FEET; THENCE SOUTH 27°37' WEST 257.9 FEET; THENCE NORTH 1130.8 
FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
ALSO, COMMENCING AT THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF THE 
NORTHEAST QUARTER OF THE NORTHWEST QUARTER OF SECTION 
35. TOWNSHIP 8 SOUTH, RANGE 3 EAST, SALT LAKE BASE AND 
MERIDIAN; THENCE WEST 665 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 080)0' WEST 1023 
FEET; THENCE SOUTH 17~8' WEST 326.2 FEET; THENCE EAST 931.1 
FEET; THENCE NORTH 1320 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
State of Utah 
County of Utah 
Cassie Dente 
Escrow Officer 
On the 20 day of 14/dycJ, . 2~, personally appeared before me Cassie Dente, the 
signer of the above instrument, who duly acknowledged to me that he executed the same 
~;a~ 
Residing at: I . V otaryPUhl'fc ~" )-, 
My eon.ru.s"{l:'/.p;,..: S; I r 0 tt 
13 
After recording, Please return to: 
First American Title Insurance Co. 
578 South State Street 
Orem, Utah 84058 
AFFlDA VIT AND NOTICE 
The undersigned, having been duly sworn, hereby deposes and says as follows: 
L J am a resident of Utah County, State of Utah, over the age of twenty-one 
ye~ and in all respects am competent to testify to the matters contained 
herem. 
2. I am a Escrow Officer for First American Title Insurance Co. and in that 
capacity I am duly authorized to execute this Affidavit. 
3. By inadvertence and mistake, First American Title Insurance Co. executed 
and caused to be recorded a certain Warranty Deed, dated June 10, 1997 
and recorded in the Utah County Recorder's Office on June 17,1997, as 
Entry No. 46199, in Book 4297, at Page 308. Said Warranty Deed was 
recorded with an erroneous legal description, which read as follows: 
4. 
State of Utah 
See Attached Exhibit "A" 
Notice is bereby given that the legal description of said Warranty Deed 
should read as follows: 
See Attached Exhibit "a" 
County of Utah ~. \ 
On the/11_ day of) ,2005, personally appeared before me David M. Acor, 
the signFofihe above instrument, who duly acknowledged to me that he executed the same 
~·D.~~ 
uoltc r 0, 1 
Residing at: () l' ~ l/-r 
My Commi", ... ''Pi"", 6 J if 0;;; c? 
14 
After recording, Please return to: 
First American Title Insurance Co. 
578 South State Street 
Orem. Utah 84058 
File No. 4088008 
AFFIDAVIT AND NOTICE 
ENT 49611:2004 PG 1 of 2 
RANDALL A. COVINGTON 
UTAH COUNTY RECORDER 
2004 AlII' 29 4:3~J!III FEE 12.00 BY SFS 
RECORID FOR FIRST AMERICAN TITLE ACBCY 
ElECTlI1lUCAllY RECORID 
The undersigned, having been duly sworn, hereby deposes and says as follows: 
1. I am a resident of Utah County, State of Utah, over the age of twenty-one 
ye~ and in all respects am competent to testify to the matters contained 
herem. 
2. I am a Escrow Officer for First American Title Insurance Co. and in that 
capacity I am duly authorized to execute this Affidavit. 
3. By inadvertence and mistake, First American Title Insurance Co. executed 
and caused to be recorded a certain Warranty Deed, dated March 26, 2003 
and recorded in the Utah County Recorder's Office on March 27, 2003, as 
Entry No. 46480:2003. Said Warranty Deed was recorded with an 
erroneous legal description, which read as follows: 
Unit 44, Phase N, STONEBROOK CONDOMINIUMS, Orem, Utah, as 
the same is identified in the Record of Survey Map therefore recorded in 
Utah County, Utah, as Entry No. 7086, (as said Record of Survey Map 
may have heretofore been amended or supplemented) and in the 
Declaration of Condominium of STONE BROOK CONDOMINIUMS, 
recorded in Utah county, Utah, as Entry No. 7087, in Book 3873, at Page 
658 (as said Declaration may have heretofore been amended or 
supplemented). Together with the undivided ownership interest in and to 
the Common Areas and Facilities which is appurtenant to said Unit as 
more particularly described in said Declaration (as said Declaration may 
have heretofore been amended or supplemented). 
4. 
State of Utah 
ENf 49611:2004 PG 2 of 2 
Notice is hereby given that the legal description of said Warranty Deed 
should read as follows: 
Unit 40, Phase N, STONEBROOK CONDOMINIUMS, Orem, Utah, as 
the same is identified in the Record of Survey Map therefore recorded in 
Utah County, Utah, as Entry No. 7086, (as said Record of Survey Map 
may have heretofore been amended or supplemented) and in the 
Declaration of Condominium of STONEBROOK CONDOMINIUMS, 
recorded in Utah county, Utah, as Entry No. 7087, in Book 3873, at Page 
658 (as said Declaration may have heretofore been amended or 
supplemented). Together with the undivided ownership interest in and to 
the Common Areas and Facilities which is appurtenant to said Unit as 
more particularly described in said Declaration (as said Declaration may 
have heretofore been amended or supplemented). 
~~ dM. or 
Escrow Officer 
County of TJJah • 
on the ~~y of ~ , 2004, personally appeared before me David M. Acor, the 
signer of the above in~who duly acknowledged to me that he executed the same 
T ANNA L. SHURTLIFf 
so'''' .... ~, NOTARY PUBLINTATE of UTAH 
: . ;\&7t1 SOUTH STATE STREPs \ iJ OREM. UTAH 840 .. 
+, V COMM. EXPIRES 8-20-2006 
Residing at: 01:..4." } 
My Commission expires: cst )010 1.0 
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY; 
National Default Title Services, a division of 
First American Title Insurance Company 
WHEN RECORDED MAIL TO; 
First American Title Insurance Compar' 
3 First American Way 
Santa Ana, CA 92707 
Attn: Kelly Murphy 
TrTLE OF DOCUMENT: 
1IIIIIOllmlmillmOlii 
00 82081:2010 pc; 1 of 3 
RODNEY D. CAMP8ELL 
UTAH COUNTY RECORDER 
2UI0 SeP 28 12:5$ PI fEE 14.00 BY 51! 
RECORDED fOR FlIST M£RICNI TITlE IMSU 
LIMITED POWER OF ATTORNEY TO EXECUTE DOCUMENTS 
Executed: May 12, 2010 
By: 
FANNIE MAE 
14221 Dallas Parkway, Suite 1000 
Dallas, TX 75254 
To: 
National Default Title Services, a division of 
First American TItle Insurance Company 
3 First American Way 
Santa Ana, CA 92707 
EMT 82081 :2010 P6 2 Dr 3 
LIMITED POWER OF ATTORNEY TO EXECUTE DOCUMENTS 
FANNIE MAE, a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the United States of 
America, having an office for the conduct of business at 14221 Dallas Parkway, Suite 1000, 
Dallas, Texas 75254, constitutes and appoints National Default Title Services, a division of First 
American Title Insurance Company, organized under the laws of the Stale of California, with an 
office for the conduct of business at 3 First American Way, Santa Ana, CA 92707. as its true and 
lawful Attorney-in-Fact, and in its name, place, and stead and for its use and benefits, to do all 
things, execute, endorse, and acknowledge all documents customary and reasonably necessary 
and appropriate for the conveyance of real properties owned by Fannie Mae in the State of 
Utah. Such powers shall include, but are not limited to, the following: 
1. Deeds transferring the real property and improvements owned by Fannie Mae; and 
2. Execution of any other approved document as directed by Fannie Mae. 
The rights, powers, and authority of the Attorney-in-Fact to exercise the rights and powers herein 
granted shall commence and be in fun force and effect until the flI'St to occur of the following: 
1. December 31, 2013; or 
2. the execution and recording of a Termination of Limited Power of Attorney by Fannie 
Mae of such rights, powers, and authority. 
EXECUTED this l~of May, 2010 
-+-----''rr.-.;:-r ______ (SEAL) 
Vice President 
__ --.- ........ "vu . _ . ~ ... _ 
22. Riden to this Sccurily Jusuiilbtilt. If one or more riders are executed by Borrower and recorded together with 
this Security Instrument, the covenants of each such rider shaU be iDcoIpOrated into and sball amend and supplement 
the covenants and aareemcms of this Security Instrument as if the ridcr(s) were a part of this Security Instrumen1. 
(Oleck applicable box(es)] 
IKl Condominium Rider 0 Graduated Payment Rider 0 Groq Equity Rider 
0 Planned Unit Development Rider 0 Adjustable Rate Rider 0 Rehabilitation Loan Rider 
0 Non-Owner Occupancy Rider 0 Other [Specify] 
BY SIGNING BELOW, Borrower accepts and agrees to the terms contained in pages I throu&h 8 oflhis Security 
Instrument and in any rider(s) executed by Borrower and recorded with it. 
------------(Seal) 
-Borrower 





Sf ATE OF UTAH, UTAH County ss: 
The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ~ ~ I"r7'C1 
by STEPHEN L. HARMON (j ~V\ VVV 4' 
FHA UTAH DEED OF TRUST - MERS 
l>ocaol<u Sys_. !Do (100) _1362 
cYAUC£d&g 
Nowy Public residillc at: ti1JL.tIlJ'..-
PAle 7 of 8 
-Borrower 
16 
Kent A. Higgins USB# 03720 
MElUULL A MERRILL, CBARTER.ED 
109 North Arthw - 5th Floor 
P.O. Box 991 
Pocatello, ID 83204-099] 
(208) 232·2286 . 
(208) 232·2499 Telefax 
Attorneys for Defendanb Ladd ct 8any Brown 
IN TIlE FOUR1H JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
FOR UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UfAH 
First American TItle 1nsura:oee AleneY of 
Utah,llC, a Delaware Limited Liability 
Company. authorized to do business within 
the State of Utah, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 





) Case No. 06-02-1791 
) 












On June n, 2008. this IlI8tter came for hearing on Defendants' Ladd and Barty Brown's 
Motion for Summary Judgment before the Fourth District Court-Orem., Utah County, State of Utah, 
the Honorable John C. Backlund presiding. Presen1 for Plaintiff, First American TItle was Craig W. 
Christensen; p~t for Defendants Ladd Brown and Bany Brown. was Kent A. Higgios; Defendant 
H.L « Telford a/kJa . H. Telford. aIkIa Holly Telford did not appear but provided the court with a 
written response to ttJe pending Motion for Summary Judgment. 
Havingconslderedthepleadings.theBriefinSupportoftheMotionforSummaryJudgment, 
Ms. Telford's respo~, and the comments of counsel, the court makes the following F~ of 
Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order. 
Order GI'1IDtiAc S1DIUDaJ')' JllliplGlt 
O:\63\6398\Pleading. - Intel'pleadel\Order; Granting Summary Judgment.wpd P8!C J 
,. 
FJNDlNGS OFFACI' 
1) On Angust I, 2006, First American TItle Insurance filed an intapleader action 
interpleading $9,434:00 as a balance in an escrow aceount held by FltSt Amcriean Title lnsuranoe. 
2) Theintt::rpled funds of First American Tme Insunmce arc: tbecontcnts ofan c:scrow 
8l)Count opened on or about July 12.2005, and constitute earnest money for a real estate purchase 
. contract executed between Holly Telford as purchaser and Barry and Ladd Brown as seller. 
3) Ms. Telford contacted Jeffrey Barnes of First American TItle Company in Omn, 
"Utah, to set up an escrow in Orem. Ms. Telford delivered $15,000.00 to Jeffrey Barnes in the form 
ofa cbeck 
4) Ms. Telford and Defendants Ladd and Barry Brown met with Jeffiey Barnes at his 
Orem. U1ah offi~ of First American TItle to complete the escrow. 
5) Subsequent to opening the escrow, a dispute erupted between Ms. Telford and the 
Browns over the real estate transaction, and Ms. Telford filed an action in the UDitcd States District 
Court for the District ofJdaho, Case No. 4:05-CV-00460. 
6) On April 7, 2006, the United States District Court entcmi an Order dismissiDg Ms. 
Telford's Complaint. 
7) On May 11. 2006, the United States District Court entered Judgment in favor of 
Defendants Ladd and Barry Brown. 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
1. Ms. Te1ford'sresponsefiledonJune26, 2008, to the Browns' Motioo for Summary 
.Judgment, fails to raise any issues of fact that would preclude this court from granting Summary 
Judgment 
2. This court bas jurisdiction over the interpled funds. The interpled funds are escrow 
ftmds for !he purcbase and sale of real estate in Utah Colmty, and were deposited by the parties with 
First American Tille in Orem, UtaQ. 
3. This court bas personal jmisdiction over Ms. Telford. Pansgraphs 4 and 5 of ber 
"Special Appearance" admit she arranged the escrow agreement with Jeffiey Barnes of Fu:st 
American Title in Orem, Utah, she agreed to complete the escrow in Orem, Utah, and Ms. Telford 
tendered the funds to First American TItle's Orem Office in Utah County. Utah. These actions by 
Ms. Telford are sufficient to give this court personal jurisdiction over Ms. Telford. 
Order Gnmting Sam_ry hdpJeB.t 
O;\63~39S\Pleadings - ln1erpleader\Order Graoting SIlIIll!W)' Jvdgrnent.wpd Page 2 
5. Ms, Telford's pleadings in this action bavenotasscrted a claim to the fUnds, but have 
presented only defenses to the claims ofLadd BroWn and Bury Brown to those funds. Ms. Telford 
bas contested the in penonom jurisdictioo of this court and she bas c:haIlenged e1Iicacy of the . 
decisions mached by the United States Court fortheDi!trict~. By failing to present her OWD 
daim.s. she has waived any claims she may ~ 
6. The decision oftbc United Stata DiIIrict Court for tbc District ofldaho ir,I.l:l 
Telford v. ~ Brown, et at. Case No. 4:OS-CV-00460 iSJaj~ ofMs. Telford's pleadings 
in this matter. Paragraphs 14, 18, 21. 22 and 23 of her '"Special Appcar.mcc:" admit that her 
aIIrptioDs and defenSes in this eascrare tbe same as 1bose sbr: asar:rtcd in tile Fedcnl District Court 
ofIdabo. The Ordas rc:odered in the fc:dcraJ QK foaad herpoaitioumeritlcss and emcrcdJudgmcDt 
in filvoroftbe Browns. Thoseorclcrs provided a finality ofJ'udgmelJt thatp-ecludcs, byresjudialta, 
the rc-litigatioa of the same iasuc:.s hr:rc. The Jud.grnca.t oftbc UDited StUs District Court for the 
Slate ofIdabo. is entitled 10 the piesumption of 1CCUnICY. . 
ORDJ'.R 
NOW THEREFORE IT IS ·HEREBY ORDERED Defcndaofs Ladd Brown and Baay 
Brown's MotioD for Summary Judgmc:nt is graated. 
IT IS FURTIlER ORDERED that the intCIpIed funds of $9,"34.00 be awarded to Ladd 
Brown aud Bmy Brown, clo the office ofMerrill.t MerriD, Chartered, P.O, Box 991. Poodello. 
Idaho 83404-0991.. 
IT IS FINAllY ORDERED tbal PIaintitfFim American TJtle Insarance Agmi:y of Utah, 
'LtC. aDd its asSociated legal cutities ate fully disc::barged IDd released 60m any and all liability or 
cJaimsofDcfeodantslU. Telfordalkla, '.H. Telfonl,allclalMaQ ....... 
Brown arising out of or pma.injDg to said purcb;Ise lIIiII~iId.I.hiattY 
associated therewith /4L 





MAY 1 0 2012 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF fIl;1E...A.~~~~..J 




THE IDAHO STATE TAX 
COMMISSION; DUSTIN SMITH, 

















CASE NO. CR-2011-CV-107 
ORDER 
The plaintiff. Holli Telford, has presented her Complaint for this Court's "approval for 
filing under a pre-filing order which is presently subject to appeal." (pre-Filing Order 
Submissions, April 13,2012.) 
According to the caption, Ms. Telford is bringing her Complaint "under the Taxpayer's 
Bill of Rights Act and for Writs of Prohibition." (See CompI., April 13, 2012, t.) The Plaintiff 
specifically alleges that Oneida County revenue officials and state tax officials committed 
violations of the Taxpayer Bill of Rights, Idaho Code § 63·40 II, as well as various additional 
sections of Chapter 63 in relation to her 2010 and 2011 taxes. (See id. at 1:1-4:9.) 
This Court has carefully reviewed the Complaint and can find no basis in rule or law to 
allow this matter to proceed. The Complaint as presently before this Court cannot afford Ms. 
Telford the requested relief. As such, this Court must DENY the Plaintifrs request for approval 
for the filing of this case. 
ORDER DENYING REQUEST FOR APPROVAL FOR FILING· I 
CASE NO. CR-2011·CV·107 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this I D of May, 2011. 




The Idaho State Tax Commission 
Dustin Smith (Oneida County Prosecuting Attorney) 
Dixie Hubbard 
DianePett 
Honorable Stephen Dunn 
ORDER DENYING REQUEST FOR APPROVAL FOR FILING - 2 
CASE NO. CR-2011-CV-107 
59 
HOlLi lUNDAHl TELFORD 
10621 S. OLD HWY 191 
MALAD, IDAHO 83252 
IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT FOR THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ONEIDA 
The State of Idaho Case No. 2011 - 3 
Petititioner 
v. 
AFFIDAVIT SUBMITTED WITH THE 
FILING OF FOREIGN JUDGMENTS 
UNDER IDAHO CODE § 10-1303 
AND IN SUPPORT OF : 
Holli Lundahl Telford 
1302. 
Respondent 
I swear under oath: 
A RULE 60 (b) INDEPENDENT 
COUNTERCLAIM ACTION TO THE 
ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION TO 
DECLARE RESPONDENT A 
VEXATIOUS LITIGANT 
1. I have filed certified copies of foreign judgments under Idaho Code § 10-
2. I am the debtorl respondent in the filed foreign judgments which the State of 
Idaho seeks to enforce against me in support of an Order to declare me a vexatious litigant. 
3. The Petitioner's name and address is ,. Administrative law Judge David Nye, 
624 E. Center, Room 220, Pocatello, 10 83201. 
4. I am the debtor andl or respondent in the filed foreign judgments. My name if 
Holli lundahl and Holli Lundahl Telford. My address is 10621 S. Old Hwy 191, Malad City, 
Idaho 83252. 
5. The following foreign judgments have been filed for registration herein: 
Exhibit "A" : The Void Utah Supreme Court civil contempt judgment entitled 
Holli lundahl v. Anthony Quinn, Case No. 20030062, dated April 3, 2003 ; 
Exhibit "8" : The Void Idaho Federal Judgment entitled Holli lundahl v. 
I, 
NAR, case no. 4:05 CV 00127 - RCT, dated May 24, 2006 and dedaring plaintiff a 
vexatious litigant; 
Exhibit "C": The Void Utah District Court Judgment entitled, NAR v. Holli 
Lundahl, case no. 020201658, dated March 17, 2004; 
Exhibit "0": The Void Utah federal court judgment entitled, Los Angeles 
Homeowners Aid v. Holli Lundahl, case no. 2:05 CV 00253 DB, dated July 8, 2004 and 
decreeing Holli Lundahl a vexatious litigant; 
Exhibit "E": The Void Utah state administrative default judgment entitled, 
State of Utah Department of Workforce Services v. Holli Lundahl, case no. 046405758, 
dated July 19, 2004, and; 
Exhibit "F": The Ninth Circuit docket order wherein Attorney Susan Gelmis 
decreed Holli Lundahl a vexatious litigant by default. 
Dated: October 18, 2011 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO BEFORE ME this 18th day of October, 2011. 
~MJn~r Notary Public 
Certificate of Service 
H6l' AJ!¥ PUBUC 
CUEIUE ANN HtJOGINS 
340 EosI Maio T_ UT Il4lli 
My Comoniooioo Expires 
~JO,20IJ 
STATEOFIITAH 
The undersigned certifies that she served the foregoing document on the following 
party by fax as indicated below: 
Administrative Law Judge Oavid Nye, 
624 E. Center, Room 220, 
Pocatello, 10 83201 
facsimile No. (208) 236-7418 
60 
Holli Telford lundahl 
10621 S. Old Hwy 191 
Malad City, Idaho 83252 
208--766-5559 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ONEIDA 
ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION: 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Petitioner 
vs. 
HalL! lUNDAHl TELFORD 
Respondent 
Case no. 2011 -- 3 
IRCP RULE 60 (b) (4) 
MOTION TO DECREE 
THE NINTH CIRCUIT 
CIVIL CONTEMPT I PRE-
FILING ORDER DATED 
JULY 17,1997 AND ASSIGNED 
CASE NO. 97-80258 VOID AB 
INITIO AND TO VACATE THIS 
VOID JUDGMENT AND SET 
SAME ASIDE 
Administrative Law Judge 
David Nye 
Comes Now Holli Lundahl Telford and MOVES this Court under IRCP Rule 
60(b)(4) for decrees adjudicating the Ninth Circuit Civil Contempt I Pre-filing order dated 
July 17, 1997 and assigned case number 97-80258 Void Ab Initio and to vacate this void 
judgment and set same aside. 
INTRODUCTION 
Idaho Chief Magistrate Judge larry M. Boyle IN RE WOODRUFF, CIV 04-350-S-lMB 
(D. Idaho 2004) opined that Any Court was a proper Court to attack a Void Judgment. 
ARGUMENT 
(1) The Contempt I Injunction Decree Is Void Because 
in part: 
It Violated Due Process and Title 28 § 46 Mandating 
That A Three Judge Panel Issue Decisions Of The Court 
Title 28 § 46. titled Assignment of judges; panels; hearings; quorum: provides 
(b) In each circuit the court may authorize the hearing and determination 
of cases and controversies by separate panels, each consisting of 
three judges, at least a majority of whom shall be judges of that court ... 
(c) Cases and controversies shall be heard and determined by a panel of 
not more than three judges, .. unless a hearing or rehearing before 
the court in banc is ordered by a majority of the circuit judges of the 
circuit. 
The Supreme Court has decisioned that "A tribunal whom rules against an 
express statutory mandate, makes a void order", US v. Van Grinffin, 874 F.2d 634 (9th 
Cir. 1989), and, proceeds in an unconstitutional manner; the effect of which is to 
destroy the jurisdiction of the court .... " Thomas v. Justice Court of Washakie County, 
538 P.2d 42,44 (Wyo. 1975). 
Here, a motions attorney and not a three judge panel of article III judges made 
a merits decision to issue a very serious injunction order which purported to deprive 
Respondent of wholesale access to the 9th circuit appellate court under laws equal to 
those of other litigants in violation of Title 28 § 46. Accordingly, a rule was 
unconstitutionally issued against an express statutory mandate thus resulting in a void 
order. Moreover, where government action results in "total deprivation" of access 
to the courts, a due process violation is shown. Iowa, 419 U.S. 393. 410, 95 S.Ct. 553, 
42 L.Ed.2d 532 (1975). Accordingly, motions attorney Susan Gelmis' contempt I 
injunction order must be determned void and struck down for lack of constitutional power 
to enter such an order against Respondent. 
(2) The All Writs Act Did Not Provide An Independent 
Basis For Appellate Jurisdiction In Which 9th Circuit 
Motions Attorney Susan Gelmis Could Open An 
Injunction Appeal Which Was Not Predicated 
Upon On Any "Merits Appeal Petition" 
In Trop'v. Fidelity National TdJe Ins. Co., at al., 289 F.3d 929, 943 (6th Cir. 
2004), the Sixth circuit decisioned that because the sole daim in the action was for 
"injunctive relief pursuant to the All Wlits Act, the federal court lacked subject matter 
jurisdidion and was required to dismiss plaintiff's adion. The Tropf court cited to the 
recent ruling by the US Supreme Court in Syngenta Crop Protection, Inc. v. Henson, 537 
U.S. 28, - 123 S.Ct. 366, 369-70 (2002) which held that "[t]he All Writs Act does not confer 
subject matter jurisdiction on federal courts; there must be an independent basis for 
subject matter jurisdidion in order to issue a Writ or injunction under the All Writs Act. 
Same in Morris v. T E Marine Corp, 344 F.3d 439 (5th Cir. 2003); Hornung V. City of 
Oakland No. C-05-4825 EMC, (Docket No. 20)(N.D.Cal. 2006) (The All Writs Act by itself 
does not provide a basis for federal question jurisdiction.); Retirement Systems V. J.P. 
Morgan Chase, 386 F.3d 419 (2nd Cir. 2004); Kiay V. United Healthgroup, Inc., 376 F.3d 
1092 (11th Cir. 2004); In Re Tennant, 359 F'3d 523 (D.C. Cir. 2004) (All Writs Act confers 
authority to issue writs of mandamus "in aid of the court's prospective jurisdiction". 
Hence subject matter jurisdiction must be independently provided by another federal 
statute.); U.S. v. Raheman, 355 F.3d 40 (1st Cir. 2004) (no subject matter jurisdiction in 
federal court unless plaintiff's complaint states another federal daim outside of the All 
Writs Act.) 
In addition, if subject matter jurisdiction is lacking, the jurisdiction to render an 
order of contempt is also lacking. See also United States v. United Mine WorkelS of Am., 
330 U.S. 258, 295 (1947) (If no jurisdiction existed, "then the proceedings were void and 
the civil contempt citation must be reversed 'in its entirety."); Magness v. Russian 
Federation, 247 F.3d 609,619 n. 19 (5th Cir.), csrt. denied, 122 S.Ct. 209 (2001); 
Followed in Rieser at 1224 (Where a court lacks jurisdiction in a case, any judgment 
regarding the case is void. The effect of a void judgment is that it must be treated as 
having never existed. A void judgment cannot be recognized by anyone, but nust be 
entirely disregarded or declared inoperative by any tribunal in which effect is sought to be 
given to the void judgment. It has no legal or binding force or efficacy for any purpose or 
at any place .... All proceedings founded on the void juclgment are themselves regarded 
as invalid and ineffective for any purpose.). See also Meadows V. Dominican 
RepubliC, 817 F.2d 517, 521 (9th Cir. 1987)(void judgments can be attacked at any time 
and in any proceeding where credit is sought to be given to the void judgment.). 
Furthermore, if voidness is found, relief is not a discretionary matter; it is mandatory. 
See 11 C. Wright & A. Miller, supra note 7, at § 2862. See Austin v. Smith, 114 
U.S.App.D.C. 97. 103. 312 F.2d 337, 343 (1962)(1f voidness is found, relief is mandatory. 
See 11 C. Wright & A. Miller, supra note 7, at § 2862.) . 
Here, no appeal was pending before the 9 th circuit court when Attorney Susan 
Gelmis opened up a vexatious litigant injunction appeal for the sole purpose of declaring 
Respondent a vexatious litigant and denying Respondent access to the 9th circuit court. 
The All Writs Act did not give an attorney for the 9th circuit jurisdiction to enter a contempt 
order against Respondent and therefore the contempt order was void and must be set 
aside. 
(3) The 9th Circuit Did Not Have A Juridicial Petition 
Before Their Bar When The Motions Attorney 
Invalidly Issued A Contempt Judgment Against 
Respondent 
In order for an appellate court to acquire article '" powers, a final judgment 
raised by a timely notice of appeal, or a timely injunction appeal must be filed with the 
appellate court. Gladstone, Realtors v. Village of Bellwood. 441 U.S. 91, 99, 99 S.Ct. 
1601, 1608, 60 L.Ed.2d 66 (1979). Rivet v. Regions Bank of Louisiana, 522 U.S. 470, 
118 S.Ct. 921,139 L.Ed.2d 912 (1998), quoting caterpillar, Inc. v. Williams, 482 U.S. 386, 
392. 107 S.Ct. 2425,96 L.Ed.2d 318 (1987). See STOCKYARDS NAT. BANK OF SO. 
OMAHA v. BRAGG ET AL., 67 Utah 60, 246 P. 966 (1925) (It is fundamental that a 
petition or pleading of some kind is the juridical means of investing a court with jurisdiction 
of sUbject-matter to adjudicate it, and a judgment which is beyond or not supported by 
pleadings must fall. So too must a judgment or sequestrating order fall for other errors 
of law apparent on the face of the mandatory record, such as showing the judgment 
obtained to be at variance with the practice of the court or contrary to well-recognized 
principles and fundamentals of the law. Where the face of the record shows that 
fundamental law was disregarded in the establishment of the judgment; the proceedings 
and the judgment will be rendered null and void for all purposes. ). 
In this case, it is undisputed that on June 12, 1997 when the 9 th circuit motions 
attorney Susan Gelmis issued the OSC to Respondent to show cause why Respondent 
should not be declared a vexatious litigant, there was no appeal by Respondent pending 
before the 9th Circuit court which was based on a final valid judgment or an injunction 
order issued by the underlying trial court. As such, no juridicial petition had been 
submitted to that appellate court to give that court subject matter jurisdiction to enter any 
judgment against Respondent, including any contempt judgment. Accordingly, the 9th 
circuit contempt I injunction judgment entered against Respondent on July 17, 1997 was 
void ab initio, must be decreed as such and must be set a aside. 
(4) The Notices of Appeals Supporting The 9th Circuit 
Contempt I Injunction Order Were Forged In 
Respondent's Name Thereby Rendering Them 
Void Ab Initio and Invalidating The Resulting 
Contempt I Injunction Order 
It is well settled that a document which has been forged is void ab initio. See 
In re Orosco, No. 87-1933 (9th Cir. 1988) (forged document is void ab inito). In addition, 
any document based on a forged document is likewise void. See In Re Abboud, BAP 
No. 99-033 (10th Cir. 1999) citing to Heiser v. Woodruff, 327 US 726 (1946) Uudgment is 
procured by fraud is void ab initio.}. See also Weber Meadow-View Corp. v. Wilde, 575 
P.2d 1053, 1054 (Utah 1978) (where the record showed subterfuge, devious means, or 
collusion which prevented a party from fairly appearing before the court, any resulting 
judgment is void and must be vacated.); In re KOUGASIAN v. TMSL, INC., 359 F.3d 
1136 (9th Cir. 2004) ( Full Faith and Credit Clause does not give credit to a judgment 
obtained by way of extrinsic fraud and fraud upon the court. Citing Barrow v. Hunton, 99 
U.S. (9 Otto) 80 (1878)}. "If the court "finds that fraud played a part in obtaining a 
judgment, it will deprive the judgment of any enforcement effect.. " McDaniel v. Traylor, 
196 US 416,423. 
Here, the 13 notices of appeal reflected in exhibit "6" attached and summarily 
dismissed, were all forged documents. As such they were void ab initio and did not 
support any appellate process much less authoriize issuance of a contempt judgment 
against Respondent. See In re Factor VII, 159 F.3d 1016 (7th Cir. 1998) (if the 
appellants are correct that the consent decree is "void," then the injunction, being 
ancillary to it, would fall with it and both are unappealable because a void order imposes 
no obligations.) 001 Seamless Cylinder Int'l, Inc. v. General Fire Extinguisher Corp., 14 
F .3d 1163, 1166 (7th Cir. 1994) ( ... a void order has no bite, and Artide '" predudes an 
appeal from a harmless order.). Accordingly, the contempt judgment resulting from the 
filing of the forges notices of appeal, must be struck down and set aside. 
(5) The Contempt I Injunction Order Is Void Because 
No Notice Was Served Upon Holli To Give Holli 
The Fair Opportunity To Rebut Same 
See WILSON v. NORTH CAROLINA, 169 U.S. 586 (1898) (When the 
contemnor denies service of the rule to show cause, the writ must be dismissed for 
want of jurisdiction and the rule to show cause, discharged.). See also Peay v. 
BellSouth Mad. Assistance Plan, 205 F.3d 1206, 1209-10 (10th Cir. 2000) (stating a 
court may exercise personal jurisdiction over a defendant only if the procedural 
requirements for service of process are satisfied and the exercise of jurisdiction satisfies 
due process). Also see Ministry of Defense v. Cubic Defense, 385 F.3d 1206 (9th Cir. 
2004) (Citing In re Center Wholesale, Inc., 759 F .2d 1440, 1448 (9th Cir. 1985) (holding 
judgment void because aggrieved party had not received adequate notice of the 
proceedings.) Same in Printed Media SeTVS., Inc. v. Solna Web, Inc., 11 F.3d 838, 
84243 (8th Cir. 1993); Combs v. Nick Garin Trucking, 825 F.2d 437, 448 (D.C. Cir. 1987); 
Gold Kist, Inc. v. Laurinburg Oil Co., 756 F.2d 14, 19 (3d Cir. 1985). SIMON v. 
SOUTHERN RAILWAY, 236 U.S. 115 (1915) (United States courts by virtue of their 
general equity powers have jurisdiction to enjoin the enforcement of a judgment obtained 
by fraud or without service. Furthermore, a judgment against a person on whom no 
process has been served is not erroneous and voidable, but. upon principles of natural 
justice, and also under the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, is 
absolutely void.). 
It is unquestioned that the purpose of notice under the Due Process Clause is 
to appraise the affected individual of and permit adequate preparation for an impending 
'hearing'." Memphis Ught, Gas And Water Division v. Craft, 436 U.S. 1, 11, 98 S.Ct. 
1554, 56 L.Ed.2d 30 (1978). In Re Rubin, 378 F.2d 104, 108 (3rd Cir. 1967) (Knowledge 
of a court proceeding by service of notice, before being prejudiced by those proceedings, 
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Case No. 4:05-cv-00127-RCT 
MEMORANDUM DECISION Al\1J) 
ORDER 
On April 7, 2006, this Court entered an Order to Show Cause why this 
Court should not enter a Vexatious Litigant Order against Plaintiff HoUi Lundahl 
("Lundahl" or "Plaintiff'). This Court has inherent power to '"regulate the 
activities of abusive litigants by imposing carefully tailored restrictions under the 
appropriate circumstances.m De Long v. Hennessey, 912 F.2d 1144, 1147 (9th Cir. 
1990) (quoting Tripati v. Beaman, 878 F.2d 351, 352 (10th Cir. ]989)). 28 U.S.c. 
§ 1651(a) also provides this Court with the power to enjoin litigants with lengthy 
histories of abuse from future filings or to impose such other restrictions pre-filing 
Memorandum Decision and Order C::rtifi3d to be. B tr'.ie ar.d ('A.!rr~~i 
wPi -:;; orig'r,oi f;ier) in my rAic:e. 
as may be necessary to thwart such abuse. Id. De Long requires this Court to (1) 
provide the plaintiffwith notice that it is considering issuing a pre-filing 
restriction, (2) establish an adequate record for review, (3) make substantive 
findings of frivolousness, and (4) tailor the breadth of the order to the particular 
circumstances of abuse. 912 F.2d 1144. 
In response to its Order to Show Cause, which was intended to provide 
Plaintiff with ample notice of the imminent pre-filing restriction, the Court 
received numerous filings from persons and parties who have been the subject of 
Plaintiffs abusive litigation tactics in state and federal courts throughout the 
western United States. The Court also received a lengthy written response from 
Plaintiff and held a hearing on Monday, May 15, 2006, to allow Plaintiff to orally 
respond to the Court's Order. After reviewing the filings in this case, Plaintiff's 
prior cases in this and other courts, receiving Plaintiffs sworn testimony of 
approximately 90 minutes in duration, and being fully informed, the Court 
concludes that pre-filing restrictions upon Plaintiff's future filings in this Court are 
justified. 
As ChiefJudge B. Lynn Winmill has noted, Lundahl did not begin filing 
cases in the District of Idaho until a short time ago. See Los Angeles Home-
Owners Aid, Inc. v. Lundahl, No. 05-126-e-BLW, Order Rejecting Filing 
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(daho in order to circumvent prior judicial determinations made in both the 
California and Utah courts." Christonson v. United States, 415 F. Supp. 2d 1186, 
1192 (D. Idaho 2006). Further underscoring this Court's concerns, the defendants 
in Marchant v. Evett, No. 1:06-cv-00014-RCT, have alleged that the same claims 
made in Christonson have been filed against them yet again in this district. See 
infra. 
The Court finds that the present case, Lundahl v. NAR, Inc., 
4:05-cv-00127-RCT, is a blatant attempt to relitigate previously unsuccessful 
claims that were dismissed as frivolous in the Utah state courts. See Lundahl v. 
Quinn, 67 P.3d 1000, 1001 (Utah 2003) ("We deny the petition and further hold 
that it is frivolous."). Indeed, this suit involves an identical attempt by Lundahl to 
acquire her sister's cause of action by assignment to prosecute the same claims 
against the same defendants-NAR, Inc., Mark Olson, Olson & Associates, 
Anthony Tidwell, and Olympus View Dental Center-based on the same 
underlying facts. The only difference is that here, Lundahl has added a plaintiff, 
"S. Walker," who is alleged to be a resident of the State ofIdaho. These claims 
stem from the same case in which the Supreme Court of Utah declared that "Holli 
[Lundahl] has chosen to make legal self-representation a full-time hobby, ifnot a 
career" and "[she] has occasionally employed the -right to self-representation in a 
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questionable manner." Id. at 1002. Lundahl's belligerent attempt to evade 
collateral estoppel supports the allegations below that her modus operandi is to 
relitigate claims in a new jurisdiction once they have been dismissed elsewhere as 
frivolous. 
This Court also has reason to believe that Plaintiff is not a resident of Idaho, 
given the numerous addresses she has used in this Court and the fact that Court 
mail to various plaintiffs in her actions is returned as undeliverable. The Court 
believes that her use of Idaho post office boxes is merely another attempt to gain 
access to a more favorable forum for her vexatious litigation. Indeed, in her 
Complaint in the current case, Lundahl v. NAR, Inc., No. 4:05-cv-00127-RCT, 
Lundahl concedes that "PlaintiffHolli Lundahl is a resident i 
... " (Docket No. 3-1 at 2). 
In response to its request for information regarding the nature and extent of 
Plaintiffs vexatious litigation practices, this Court received many filings 
establishing that Lundahl consistently and repeatedly engages in abusive, 
repetitious, and meritIess filings. In particular, the Court notes: 
• Los Angeles Home-Owners Aid, Inc. ("LARA"), its principals and 
employees, and its attorney have been the victims of Lundahl's 
vexatious actions in this and various other forums for years. LAHA's 
Response to Invitation to Submit Information Regarding Holli 
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Lundahl's Vexatious Litigation, No. 4:05-cv-00127-RCT (D. Idaho 
Apri120, 2006) (Docket No. 23). 
• Eli Lilly and Company, Inc. ("Lilly") and Advanced Cardiovascular 
Systems, Inc. ("ACS") have a long history of defending against 
Lundahl's frivolous claims in various state and federal jurisdictions. 
Lilly and ACS have spent over $1,000,000 in legal fees in defending 
against Lundahl's frivolous claims. Courts have repeatedly found the 
actions against Lilly and ACS to have been filed in bad faith and 
without merit. Lilly and ACS's Submission of Information to Court 
in Response to Order Filed April 7, 2006, and Notice of Hearing, 
Filed April 13,2006, No. 4:05-cv-00127-RCT (D. Idaho April 28, 
2006) (Docket No. 26). 
• Another set of defendants has noted that "[ W ]hen a case is dismissed, 
Holli Lundahl simply re-files the same case in another court or 
another jurisdiction and adds many ofthe judges, law clerks, lawyers 
and others involved in the previous case as defendants." The 
Compton Defendants', The Strong & Hanni Defendants' and CNA' s 
10int Memorandum in Support of Entry of Vexatious Litigant Order 
Against Holli Lundahl, No. 4:05-cv-00127-RCT, at 2-3 (D. Idaho 
May 8,2006) (Docket No. 28). Lundahl has filed several repeated 
suits in the state courts of California and Utah, in the federal courts of 
California, Utah, Wyoming and Idaho, in the United States Court of 
Appeals for the Ninth and Tenth Circuits, and in the United States 
Supreme Court. All of these forums have rendered decisions adverse 
to Lundahl and most have imposed restrictions on her as a vexatious 
litigant. /d. at 4 n.2. 
• Yet another group of defendants states that "[olver the past several 
years, Holli Lundahl has repeatedly filed case after case against the 
same parties, based on the same operative facts, and alleging the same 
causes of action." The Elam & Burke Defendants' Memorandum in 
Support of Entry of Vexatious Litigant Order Against Holli Lundahl, 
No. 4:05-cv-00127-RCT, at 2 (D. Idaho May 8, 2006) (Docket No. 
29). The Elam & Burke law firm reports that its attorneys and clients 
were sued after they obtained relief on behalf oftheir client in another 
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District of I dabo case. They state that such a practice is "consistent 
with Holli Lundahl's modus operandi: when she loses a case she tries 
to relitigate that case in a different forum rather than pursue an 
appeal." Id. J 
This Court has also reviewed many of the cases filed by Lundahl and her 
associates in other courts. As the Supreme Court of Utah has noted, Lundahl "has 
managed to embroil herself in more litigation in just a few short years than one 
would think humanly possible." Lundahl v. Quinn, 67 P.3d at 1002. Accordingly, 
it should come as no surprise that this Court is not the first to impose filing 
restrictions on Lundahl. The Supreme Court of the United States, in rejecting in 
forma pauperis status requested by Lundahl, declared that "[a]s [Lundahl] has 
repeatedly abused this Court's process, the Clerk is directed not to accept any 
further petitions in noncriminal matters from petitioner unless the docketing fee 
IThe Elam & Burke Defendants have requested that this Court issue an 
order "requiring Holli Lundahl to post a bond sufficient to cover the attorney fees 
and costs likely to be incurred in the pending litigation involving the Elam & 
Burke Defendants, Case No. 1:06-CV-00014-RCT." /d. at 2-3, 7. However, 
because Lundahl was not yet subject to pre-filing restrictions by the District of 
Idaho at the time that case was filed, the Court does not yet think it appropriate to 
require Lundahl to post bond. However, Plaintiff is now forewarned that 
monetary sanctions, including the posing of surety bonds to indemnify opponents 
for unnecessary fees and costs that are caused by her abusive litigation tactics, 
may be considered in the future. Accordingly, the Elam & Burke request is denied 
without prejudice; it may be renewed by the parties or reconsidered by the Court 
as the litigation proceeds. 
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required by Rule 38(a) is paid and [the] petition [is] submitted in compliance with 
Rule 33.1." Lundahl v. Eli Lilly & Co., 544 U.S. 997, 997 (2005). 
The United States Courts of Appeals for the Ninth and Tenth Circuits have 
also imposed pre-filing restrictions on Plaintiff. The Ninth Circuit imposed a pre-
filing order governing all of Lundahl's filings with the court, requiring Lundahl to 
obtain leave of the court prior to filing. In re Holli Lundahl, No. 97-80258, Order 
(9th Cir. July 17, 1997). In its Order to Show Cause, the Ninth Circuit listed 
nineteen (19) cases which had been initiated by Lundahl in that court. Of those, 
seventeen (l7) had been dismissed for lack of jurisdiction. The Ninth Circuit 
concluded that ''Respondent's practice of burdening this court with meritless 
litigation justifies careful oversight of respondent's future litigation in this court." 
Id. 
The Tenth Circuit noted that Lundahl has a "lengthy and abusive history of 
filing frivolous, prolix and vexatious actions and pleadings, both in this court and 
in other state and federal courts" and imposed restrictions on future filings by 
Lundahl and her associates. Johnson v. Stock, No. 03-4219,2005 WL 1349963, at 
*2 (lOth Cir. June 8,2005). The court noted "Lundahl's complaint in the 
present action, along with her parallel complaints in the Utah district court" 
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Lundahl v. CNA Ins., No. 200 10845-CA, 2003 WL 22145999 
(Utah App. 2003), 
Because the record now before this Court shows beyond cavil that 
Lundahl's litigation activities have been both numerous and abusive, the Court 
fmds that Lundahl is a vexatious litigant and her litigation activities are in fact 
abusive, harmful, and intended to harass and annoy both the parties she names in 
her lawsuits and the entire judicial system she purports to invoke. Both the 
number and content of the filings indicate the harassing and frivolous nature of 
Lundahl's claims. See De Long, 912 F.2d at 1148. Lundahl has a lengthy history 
of targeting the same defendant and any party previously associated with her 
lawsuits, including judges, clerks, and attorneys, in each of her subsequent actions. 
When Lundahl is subject to an adverse determination in one court, she simply 
moves to a new forum to pursue the same claim Thus, the Court "discem[s] (that] 
the filing of several similar types of actions constitutes an intent to harass the 
defendant[s] [and] the court." In re Powell, 851 F.2d 427, 431 (D.C. Cir. 1988). 
The Supreme Court has recognized that 
every paper filed with the Clerk of this Court, no matter how repetitious 
or fri vo lOllS, requires some portion of the institution's limited resources. 
A part of the Court's responsibility is to see that these resources are 
allocated in a way that promotes the interest of justice. The continual 
processing of ... frivolous requests ... does not promote that end. 
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In re McDonald, 489 U.S. 180, 184 (1989). The same concerns exist here, in the 
District of Idaho, where the Court currently averages more than 800 active cases 
per judge and must of necessity bring in a succession of visiting judges sitting by 
designation to address the judicial emergency caused by the ever-growing 
caseload and inadequate resources to handle it. The Court's scarce resources are 
being consumed by Plaintiffs repetitious, frivolous, and meritless filings. In 
conformance with the other courts listed above, this Court now holds that because 
she is a vexatious litigant, it is necessary to restrict the future filings of Lundahl,2 
her agents, employees, assigns, and all persons acting in concert or participating 
with her, in this District as well. 
The Court ORDERS the following conditions be imposed upon Lundahl: 
PlaintiffHolli Lundahl is hereby enjoined from filing any further 
action, pleading, or letters seeking relief in the Court regarding any civil 
matter without the representation of a licensed attorney admitted to 
practice in the State of Idaho, unless she first obtains leave of the Chief 
United States District Judge for the District of Idaho to proceed pro se. 
Thus, a pre-filing review of Plaintiffs pro se cases shall be conducted 
for all non-criminal cases lodged by PlaintiffHolli Lundahl. 
2Plaintiffhas employed numerous aliases in her past litigation including, but 
not limited to, H.M. Telford, M.H. Telford, Marti Telford, Holli Lundah, H. 
Lundahl, H.T. Lundahl, Marti Lundahl, and Holly Mattie Telford. See, e.g., 
Telford v. Brown, No. 4:05-cv-00460-RCT, Order (D. Idaho April 7, 2006). This 
Order shall apply to Plaintiff even if she improperly proceeds under one of her 
current or future aliases. It will also bind all persons acting in concert with her. 
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Lundahl shall be required to pay the appropriate filing fees for any 
future cases at the time such pleadings are lodged. Lundahl shall 
include in any such pleading filed with this Court: (1) a list of all 
lawsuits currently pending or filed before this Court: or any other state 
or federal court, including the name, number, and citation, if applicable, 
of those cases, and a statement indicating the nature of Lundahl's 
involvement in the matter and the current status or disposition of those 
proceedings~ (2) a list of all appeals currently pending in any federal or 
state court in which Lundahl is a party; and (3) a properly notarized and 
sworn affidavit, in proper legal form, reciting the issues Lundahl seeks 
to present, including a short description of the legal bases for her 
claim(s) and a statement that the claim(s) Lundahl wishes to present 
have never been raised by her in any federal or state court proceeding 
and that to the best ofher knowledge the claims are not frivolous. The 
affidavit shall also list any judgments or monetary sanctions previously 
imposed on Lundahl, or any person acting in concert with her, and state 
the status of payment on any such financial obligation. Lundahl must 
also comply with all applicable rules of practice and procedure for this 
Court. 
This pre-filing Order is tailored to fit the vice the Court has encountered, 
see De Long, 912 F.2d at 1148, and is not designed to prevent all of Plaintiff's 
lawsuits from being filed. The Order is designed to provide a screening 
mechanism for Plaintiff's claims to insure that they appear to be meritorious and 
not repetitious. Those lawsuits not involving claims that have previously been 
found to lack merit and those complaints demonstrating claims upon which relief 
may be granted will be allowed to be filed with the Court. Additionally, if 
Plaintiff obtains legal counsel duly authorized to practice before this Court to 
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represent her in a lawsuit, the Complaint will not be subject to the pre-filing 
review Order. 
Accordingly, the Court adopts the pre-filing review Order on the terms and 
conditions as set forth above. The Clerk of this Court shall submit all pleadings 
subject to the Order to the Chief United States District Judge for review prior to 
the actual filing of the pleadings on the docket of this Court. 
NOW THEREFORE IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Plaintiff Holli 
Lundahl is enjoined from filing any further action, pleading, or letters in this Court 
in any civil matter without first obtaining leave of the Chief United States District 
Judge. The Clerk of Court shall submit all pleadings subject to the Order when 
lodged by Lundahl to the Chief District Judge for review prior to the actual filing 
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Should Lundahl fail to comply with the conditions of this pre-filing Order, 
she will be subject to further sanctions, including but not limited to, a requirement 
that she post adequate surety to indemnify attorneys fees and costs of the opposing 
parties in the case, as well as punishment for contempt of court, both civil and 
criminal. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this 24th day of May, 2006, at Seattle, Washington. 
/~aAiiCK/~ 
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RICHARD c. TALLMAN 
United States Circuit Judge 
Sitting by designation 
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544 U.S. 997 
LUNDAHL 
v. 
ELI LILLY & CO. ET AL. 
No. 04-8838. 
Supreme Court of United States. 
April 25, 2005· 
Certiorari dismissed. See this Court's Rule 39.8. AB petitioner has 
repeatedly abused this Court's process, the Clerk is directed not to accept any 
further petitions in noncriminal matters from petitioner unless the docketing fee 
required by Rule 38(a) is paid and the petition is submitted in compliance 'with 
Rule 33.1. See Martin v. District of Columbia Court of Appeals, 506 U. S. 1 (1992) 
(per curiam). JUSTICE STEVENS dissents. See id., at 4, and cases cited therein. 
JUSTICE O'CONNOR took no part in the consideration or decision of this motion 
and this petition. 
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MEMORANDUM DECISION 
PER CURIAM: 
Appellant Holli Lundahl appeals a default judgment entered against her 
in a judicial foreclosure action initiated by Los Angeles Homeowners Aid, 
Inc. (LAHA). This case is before the court on a sua sponte motion for 
summary disposition. LAHA declines to participate in this appeal. 
On October 5, 2005, the district court sent Lundahl notice of a scheduling conference to be 
held on November 17, 2005. After Lundahl failed to appear at the scheduling conference, the 
district court granted LAHA's motion to strike Lundahl's answer and counterclaim. On January 
20, 2006, the district court entered an order striking Lundahl's pleadings for failure to appear at 
the scheduling conference and dismissing her counterclaim as a sanction under rule 37(b)(2)(C) 
of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. See Utah R. Civ. P. 37(b)(2)(C) (providing that if a party fails 
to obey an order setting a scheduling conference under rule 16(b), the district court may impose 
sanctions including striking pleadings and rendering default judgment against the disobedient 
party). The district court then entered default judgment against Lundahl. 
Lundahl moved to vacate the order striking her pleadings, claiming that she did not receive 
notice of the scheduling conference. Following an evidentiary hearing, the district court denied 
Lundahl's motion. The district court found Lundahl was not truthful when she stated that she 
never used "155 W State Street, # 6, Lehi, Utah" as her address in court documents because 
district court filings demonstrated otherwise and she also had been served at that address. The 
district court docket for October 5, 2005, included entries that Lundahl's address was changed 
from "155 W State Street, Trailer 6(6E) Lehi UT 84043" to "155 W State Street, Trailer 6(6E) PO 
Box 833 Lehi UT 84043." The district court found that it had sent notice of the scheduling 
conference to both addresses. The district court ruled that "[t]his notice was sufficient to inform 
Lundahl of the scheduling conference" and that her failure to appear justified striking her 
pleadings. Finally, the district court concluded that "[I]ike all litigants, Lundahl has a duty to 
8/27/2012 10:03 PM 
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include her current address on all pleadings filed with the Court." 
The only issues properly before this court concern whether the district court erred in striking 
Lundahl's pleadings and entering a default judgment in favor of LAHA. Lundahl claims in her 
response to the sua sponte motion that "[o]n October 5, 2005, someone from LAHA's camp 
impersonated LUNDAHL and called Judge Pullan's court clerk and changed LUNDAHL's notice 
address from Lundahl's residence in Malad City Idaho to a non-existant [sic.] address in Lehi 
Utah using in part LUNDAHL's former PO Box address." She also claims that she did not receive 
notice of the scheduling conference because the notice was sent to an incorrect address as part 
of a scheme by LAHA to obtain a default judgment. However, Lundahl did not claim at the 
evidentiary hearing that an impersonator associated with LAHA changed her address with the 
district court to cause the notice of the scheduling conference to be misdirected, and there is no 
evidence in the record to support that theory. Lundahl claims that the owners of the Lehi trailer 
received no notice on her behalf, which is also not supported by evidence. Lundahl also claims 
that she told district court personnel that her post office box had been closed for failure to make 
payment and that the district court should have known that any notices sent to the post office box 
would not have reached her. The record reflects that on October 25, 2005, which was twenty 
days after the district court sent notice of the scheduling conference, Lundahl filed a "notice" that 
she had been out of town litigating a matter in Idaho and learned when she returned on October 
24, 2005, that her post office box was closed because she had failed to make payment. 
However, the content of the document addressed a pending motion to compel discovery 
responses. Lundahl now argues that the district court should have known from this document 
that she did not receive the notice of the scheduling conference. 
The district court found that Lundahl had used both the Lehi trailer address and the Lehi post 
office box as her addresses during the litigation. The district court also found that the clerk 
mailed the notice of the scheduling conference to both addresses. These findings are supported 
by evidence in the record and are not clearly erroneous. Lundahl's claims of fabrication and 
collusion to misdirect the notice of the scheduling hearing are based only on her unsupported 
assertions that someone impersonated her to change her address and that the district court clerk 
colluded with LAHA to fabricate an address change. There is no support in the record for these 
claims. In addition, the district court correctly concluded that Lundahl had an obligation to provide 
a correct address to the district court at all times. See Utah R. Civ. P. 10(a)(3) (requiring all filings 
to state the name, address, email address, and telephone number of the party filing the paper). 
In Lundahl v. Quinn, 2003 UT 11, 67 P.3d 1000, the Utah Supreme Court held that Lundahl "shall 
not receive any leniency of treatment based merely on nominal pro se status," id.11 15, and "shall 
be charged with knowledge and understanding of all relevant statues, rules, and case law," id. 11 
5. The supreme court also stated that "[o]ther Gourts of this State may take note of our ruling and 
respond appropriately" and that those courts "possess the powers necessary to maintain the 
orderly disposition of matters brought before them, including the power to levy sanctions." kl11 
15. Considered in the context of the Utah Supreme Court's decision holding Lundahl to 
knowledge of relevant rules and procedures, it was not error for the district court to strike her 
pleadings as a sanction for failure to attend the scheduling conference and to enter a default 
judgment under the facts of this case. 
Affirmed. 
James Z. Davis, Presiding Judge, William A. Thorne Jr., Judge, J. Frederic Voros Jr., Judge, 
concur. 
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